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ABSTRACT 
The parameters  controlling the development of a simple model 
of the E and F regions of the ionosphere a r e  discussed. Uses of such 
models in scientific investigations and engineering applications a r e  
given. 
A computer model is described which will provide est imates  of 
the electron and ion densit ies in middle latitudes a s  a function of latitude, 
longtitude, altitude, season, t ime and solar  activity. Statist ical  
pa ramete r s  for mid latitude blanketing sporadic E a r e  presented,  An 
analytic expression is used for  the CPRA 1965 neutral  atmospheric 
models.  The F region i s  t rea ted  using a photoequilibrium model 1 
with three ionic constituents and 62 ionizing radiation groups.  The F2 
layer  uses  theoretical models arranged to f i t  boundary conditions of 
NmF2, Hm F2 and the electron density a t  1000 km. Values of Nm F2 
a r e  obtained using the CCIR Report 340 at las  of ionospheric character is t ics .  
The mid-latitude sporadic E layer  is t reated by presenting three 
pa ramete r s  of the l aye r ,  the probability of observing sporadic E with a 
blanketing frequency grea ter  than 0.5 MHz, the average peak electron 
density when sporadic E i s  observed and the s tandard deviation assuming 
log normal  distributions for  the peak electron density. 
The restr ic t ions on the model and the availability of data on 
suitable boundary conditions a r e  discussed* Suggestions for  f u ~ t h e r  
development of models of the ionosphere a r e  given* 
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E , Introduction 
A sufficiently complete and accurate  model of the ionosphere 
would appear to have many applications. While our understanding of all  
the processes  involved i s  s t i l l  f a r  f r o m  complete and the complexities 
of a p rogram incorporating al l  those effects that a r e  understood to be 
important would tax the l a rges t  computer, i t  would appear that a t  l eas t  
a s t a r t  a t  the development of a simplified model could be made that 
would be of use for  many applications. The Penn State Mk I 
Ionospheric Model i s  an initial attempt along these l ines.  It i s  intended 
to be used to determine the feasibility of models of this type and to inves- 
tigate what additional parameters  a r e  required for  a more  prec ise  formu-  
lation. 
One of the main uses  of a model would be in  theoretical analysis.  
Frequent ly in the calculation of an effect such a s ,  for  example, the 
t ranspor t  of photoelectrons f r o m  a conjugate region, it i s  necessary  
to a s sume  a model of the electron density in that region. It i s  often 
quite difficult to find the data on which a suitable model can be based, 
especially i f ,  a s  i s  common, the region i s  not located close to a station 
a t  which routine ionospheric measurements  a r e  made. Such analysis 
may requi re  the profiles a t  a given point 6r  a s  in, for  example, studies 
of the damping of neutral  atmospheric winds, the density distributions 
over l a rge  geographical a r e a s .  In planning observations or  experiments,  
i t  is  frequently important or convenient to have an estimate of what the 
range of ionospheric conditions i s  likely to be some time' in the future 
to ensure  that instrument ranges a r e  optimal or adequate, In the 
comparison sf observations f r o m  d i f f e r e ~ t  locdtiorre and diiferent times, 
i t  i s  often important to be able to distinguish effects due to altitude, 
location or  time. 
The above applications can be satisfied with a comparatively simple 
ionospheric model. Variations f r o m  day to day a r e  quite l a rge  in the 
F2 region on days that appear  s imi lar  on a bas is  of solar  o r  magnetic 
activity a s  has  been shown for example by Doupnik and Nisbet (1968) 
s o  that minor variations f r o m  the average profile a r e  likely to be l e s s  
than variations f r o m  day to day. 
A much grea ter  level of sophistication is requi red  in a model 
designed to be used to study the theoretical behavior of the F region 
itself. Such models of the global morphology of the region would be of 
g rea t  value in separating t rue  anomalies i. e .  differences between actual 
behavior and theoretical predictions and effects produced by well 
understood mechanisms such a s  the variations in solar  zenith angle or  
l e s s  well understood effects such a s  electr ic  fields o r  neutral  a i r  
motions. Relatively simple models may s t i l l  be of considerable u s e  i f  
c a r e  is taken in their application. It has  been shown, for  example, that 
the altitude of the peak i s ,  a s  would be expected f r o m  theoretical analysis 
quite well  cor re la ted  with the ion velocities. Good global models of 
N,FZ and HmFZ could be of considerable use in sorting out the effects 
of t ransport  on the F region for  comparison with theoretical models based 
on electr ic  field sys tems and neutral  winds. 
Once ionospheric models have been developed and verified they 
should be of considerable use  in making predictions of propagation 
conditions for radio t ransmission for the m o r e  sophisticated applications 
in which a complete profile i s  required such a s  mode studies and for  the 
estimation of refract ive correct ions in tracking navigational satel l i tes ,  
There is a considerable advantage in using a standard mode1 
such a s  the CIRA 1965 atmospheric models a s  a basis  for the production 
and los s  calculations. These models,  unfortunately, a r e  in  tabular f o r m  
and i t  was decided that the problems of s torage and interpolating would 
be la rge  while the computer t ime necessary  to develop them f r o m  the 
defining equations would be prohibitive. Stein and Walker (1 965) showed 
that the densit ies in the upper atmosphere could be fitted quite accurately 
using a ra ther  s imple temperature function due to Bates (1959). 
Where z i s  the geopotential altitude. 
TQ, is the exospheric temperature.  
T i s  the temperature a t  the lower boundary. 
0 
and T i s  a variable which controls the temperature gradient 
a t  the lower boundary. 
Once the temperature profile and the densities a t  the lower boundary a r e  
determined and i t  is assumed that each constituent i s  in diffusion 
equilibrium, the densities of each of the constituents a s  a function of 
altitude may be calculated, The density of the i th constituents n i  i s  
given by 
rn. i s  the m a s s  of the ith constituent 
1 
g i s  the acceleration due to gravity a t  120 km 0 
k is the Boltzman's constant 
In the MK 1 model, the following relation has been employed 
5 
2rn  HL 
T C cos 24 03 C n  S s in  24 
21~n HL 
T A cos 24 B s in  n 2 4 
0 1 
where values for  the coefficients a r e  a s  given in Table 1 a s  functions 
of F. The CIRA (1965) models can be reproduced using for F the 
values of 10.7 c m  flux associated with the CIRA tables.  
To allow for  the semi-annual variation the following relation 
i s  used in the Penn State Mark I model program 
F = 1 $ ( .  115 + .0411 s in  (211 I D-172 ) )  sin (411 G) - .0882 J 
where  is  the estimated average unadjusted 2800 MHz solar  flux in 
-2 -1 
units of 10 -" \nim 1-12 o 
T A B L E  1 
Coeff ic ien ts  f o r  t h e  N e u t r a l  Dens i ty  Mode l  
.A0 = 2 ,210156E - 02  - 1 . 9 7 0 0 3 0 3  - 05:xF CO = 5 . 4 4 3 5 3 8 3  + 02  f 4 .328897E + 0O:::F 
Ak = 6 .712358E - 03 - 1. 181107E - 05:xF C 1  = - 1 . 1 7 9 8 1 9 3  + 02 - 6.49536072 - 01:::F 
A2 = 2 , 7 4 8 1 8 0 3  - 04  + 3 . 3 9 0 5 2 2 3  - 07:::F C2  = 3 . 1 1 5 0 9 1 3  4- 0 1  - 4 .766818E - 02:::F 
A3 = -5 .663477E - 0 4  + 8 . 6 6 9 0 1 6 3  - 0 7 s F  C3 = 4 . 0 6 9 3 2 3 3  + 00 + 4 . 1 5 4 6 8 2 E  - 0 2 a F  
A 4  = - 4 , 6 5 2 2 5 8 E  - 05  + 2 .322930E - 0 7 s F  C4  = - 6 . 3 8 9 0 6 1 3  + 00 + 1 .415760E - 02::F 
A5 = 8 , 9 8 4 3 5 4 E  - 05 - 1. 1 2 8 1 5 7 3  - 07:FF C 5  = 1 .045482E + 00 - 1 , 9 9 5 6 5 2 E  - 02:::F 
31 = -3 .407398E - 03 + 1 900959E - 05:kF S l  = -1. 1 3 8 6 6 3 3  + 0 1  - 7 .298749E - 01:::F 
U 
B2 = -5 .428597E - 04  t 4 .  101313E - 06:FF S 2  = 1 . 3 5 9 6 6 8 3  + 0 1  + 2 .815729E - 03:::F in 
I 
B3 = -2 .518983E - 0 4  - 5 .341112E - 07:gF S 3  = 9 . 8 5 9 1 5 8 3  - 0 1  + 8 .  138881E - 02:::F 
B4  = -6 .380845E - 04  + 2 . 0 7 5 3 2 4 3  - 0 7 s F  S 4  = 7.061132E - 0 1  - 1. 151708E - 02:::F 
3 5  = k . 3 5 8 9 9 4 E - 0 4 f 3 . 9 3 1 8 1 1 E - 0 7 : ~ F  S 5  = -2 .925315E - 0 1  - 4 .625236E - 02:r:F 
The boundary conditions a t  120 krn a r e  those of CPRA (1965) 
11 -3  
n(N2) 1 2 0 k m  = 4 . 0 ~ 1 0  crn 
10 -3 
n(02)  1 2 0 k m  = 7 . 5 ~ 1 0  c m  
10 -3 
n ( 0 )  120 k m  = 7.6  x 10 c m  
F igure  1 shows the atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen densit ies 
given by the MK1 model compared with those f r o m  the CIRA (1965) 
model for 4 hours  and 14 hours  with a2800 MHz so la r  flux of 150 x 
-2 -1 1 0 ' ~ '  W m Hz corresponding to F = 150. 
DENSITY ( ~ 6 ~  3 
Figure  1 Comparison of CIRA with P. S. U. M k  1 neutral 
atmospheric densities. 
3 Solar _f lux and absorption model 
The neutral  a tmosphere sub-program calculates the densit ies of 
the neutral  N2, 0 2  and 0 and the neutral  temperature a t  each altitude, 
The column content CN of a species  i s  given to a good approximation 
a t  a l l  t imes by the product of the local scale  height and the local number 
density. In the present  p rogram i t  i s  assumed that the column content 
along the solar  direction i s  given by the product of the neutral  column 
content and the secant  of the so lar  zenith angle. This is a decreasingly 
0 
accurate  approximation a s  the zenith angle approaches 90 , however, 
i t  was concluded that with the present  program which uses  equilibrium 
ionospheric models the additional complexity of using m o r e  accura te  
methods of calculations such a s  those described by Swider (1964) was  
probably not justified. 
The intensity of the radiation a t  each wavelength group and alt i-  
tude i s  assumed to be given by 
sec  
where  
I is the incident ex t r a t e r r e s t r i a l  flux of wavelength iw  
group i 
Ii (N) i s  the intensity of the wavelength group i a t  the 
altitude with index N 
C N ~ ~  i s  the ver t ica l  column content of neutral  species  
M above altitude with index N 
C ~ i  i s  the absorption c r o s s  section of species  M a t  
wavelength group  i 
and x is the local so lar  zenith angle. 
where 
sec  x = 1 1  ( s in  g s in  6 9 cos g cos 6 cos 
where  
HL i s  the local so lar  t ime in decimal hours  
g i s  the geographic latitude 
6 is the solar  declination 
In this p rogram it has  been assumed that 
6 = - -40915 cos 2.rr (D + 8) 3 6 5 . 2 5  
where D i s  the day number.  
The production of ions f r o m  species  M a t  altitude index N i s  then 
given by 
PROD (M, N) = DEN(M, N) 
i 
where  
PROD (M, N) i s  the production of ions f r o m  species  M 
at altitude of index N 
DEN (M, N) i s  the density of neutral  species  M 
Ii (N) i s  the intensity of the i th radiation group 
C P ( M ,  i) i s  the ionization c r o s s  section f o r  the neutral  
species  M for radiation group i 
It is a comparatively simple mat te r  to u s e  any des i red  number of 
wavelength groups in a program of this type. The number of l ines  
included controls to some extent the p rogram storage requirements .  In 
the present  program i t  w a s  decided to use the 62  relevant wavelength 
groups given by Hinteregger e t  al (1  965). Modifications have been made 
to these data to take account of more  recent  measurements  of Hinteregger 
(196'73, Pdanson (1967,  1968) and of the variation with solar  activity 
based  on Hall  e t  a1 (1969).  The values  of so l a r  flux and the absorp t ion  
and ionization c ross  sections adopted a r e  given in Table 2 .  
I t  should be noted that a r e a s  onable representat ion of the ionospheric 
electron densit ies can be obtained with a much smal le r  number of wave- 
length groups.  One so lar  flux program has  been used which gives quite 
sat isfactory agreement  with the electron density data available with 




Assumed Photon Fluxes and Absorption and Ionization Cross  Sections 
- 2 Photon Flux cm 
. 3  10 -vZ 
. 0459-is- 
Absorption Cross  S e c t i ~ n s  
10-l8 c m  2 
Ionization Cross  Sections 
1 0 - l 8  c m  2 
TABLE 2  
(cont' d) 
2 8 . 0  
3 3 . 0  
2 8 . 0  
20 .0  
25 .0  
22 .0  
2 2 . 0  
4 1 . 0  
3 3 . 0  
3 5 . 0  
2 7 . 0  
3 3 . 0  
3 5 . 0  
3 9 . 0  
29 .0  
27 .0  
3 0 . 0  
2 9 . 0  
2 8 . 0  





4 .  R e a c t i o i ~ s  and react ion rates 
It will be assumed that the predominating reactions i n  the normal  
E and F regions a r e  
Rate R1 
O+ -I- O2 + 02+ + 0 Rate R2  
NO' + e -.+ N + O  Rate R3 
Rate R4  
Rate R5 
Current  r a t e s  for  R5 a r e  approximately two o rde r s  of magnitude 
l a rge r  than those for R1, F i t e  (1969). As the production r a t e s  for N2 + 
+ ions and 0 ions and the neutral  N and 0 densities a r e  comparable it 2 
will be assumed that react ion r a t e  R5 i s  sufficiently l a rge  that the N2 + 
+ ion density can be neglected and the NO production r a t e  increased by 
the r a t e  of ionization of N2. 
With these assumptions i t  can be shown that under photoequilibrium 
conditions when t ransport  is neglected 
n ( o C )  R Z  n(OZ) + PROD ( o ~ )  
f- R4 ! I  112 / 
R1 n(NZ) ~(0') + PROD (N2) 
 NO') = - N R3 
e 
4- K 2  n(%) njO ) 4- PROD (02) 
~(0,') = 
N R4 
t Rates  for the dissociative recombination of NO have been taken 
f rom Weller and Biondi (1968) a s  
R3 (2) = 1.44 x l o b 4  3 -1 
T(z) c m  s e s  
and for  oZt f r o m  Kasner and Biondi (1967) a s  
3 -1 
c m  sec  
It should, however, be borne in mind that these react ion r a t e s  
a r e  for  equal electron and neutral  temperatures  and that they may be 
in e r r o r  in the upper F 1 region where the electron temperature may be 
much l a rge r  than the neutral  temperature.  
F i t e  (1969) has summarized  positive react ion r a t e s  including those 
for the atomic oxygen ion charge exchange react ions with N2 and 02, 
He gives the following values 
R1 = 2 A 1 x lo-'' 3 - 1 c m  sec , 
R2 = 2 4: 1 x 3 - 1 c m  sec  
As discussed previously i t  was decided for the sake of simplicity 
to base the cu r ren t  model on static c a l c u l ~ t i o n s  for the electror, density 
and to take account of dynamic effects anc motions produced by winds 
and electr ic  fields by specifying as  bo~rndary values the peak altitude for  
the F 2  region, When this i s  done wit5 s sts,tic model of thc; type chosen 
only the rat io  of R 1 and R 2  remains to be specified. F o r  the cur rent  
model it was assumed that KZ was ten times Rl and R1 was found from 
the solution of the F region continuity equation under equilibrium condi- 
tions as discussed by Nisbet (1963 j .  
1 2 1 3  - 
5. Model for the upper I"' region 
In the F region up to an altitude of about 180 km i t  may be 
reasonable to assume that the electron density i s  pr imar i ly  controlled 
by the local production and loss  of ionization. It may also be assumed 
that the t ime constants involved a r e  sufficiently shor t  that the assumption 
of photoequilibrium is unlikely to great ly  increase  the percentage e r r o r  
in a model with a 1 hour resolution given the existing knowledge of the 
solar  flux, c r o s s  sections and neutral  densit ies.  Above 180 k m  this 
approximation becomes increasingly inaccurate until about two sca le  
heights above the maximum the profile i s  a lmost  entirely controlled by 
diffusion and gravity. In this intervening region around the peak electron 
density the following effects a r e  important 
1 . Production and recombination 
2.  Diffusion 
3 .  Electr ic  fields 
4, Neutral wind motions 
5. Time dependence t e r m s  in the continuity equation 
6 .  The electron, ion and neutral  tempera tures  
The situation is fur ther  complicated by the coupling which exists between 
the equations controlling the electron densities and the electron and ion 
temperatures .  It will be desirable  in the future to develop models 
consistent with all the above pa ramete r s .  It did not s e e m  possible a t  
the present  t ime to specify the electr ic  fields or  neutral  wind sys tem 
sufficiently accurately to make a useful ionospheric model and the 
advantages in simplicity and computing time in using an equilibrium 
ra the r  than a dynamic model a r e  ve ry  g rea t .  It was  therefore decided to 
use a s ta t ic  model but to se t  a s  boundary conditions empir ical  data on 
the altitude and electron density at  the F 2  maximum. 
The models adopted a r e  those of Nisbet (1963). These express  
the equilibrium solutions of the F region continuity equation in t e r m s  
of exponential s e r i e s .  Account is  taken of the attenuation of the ionizing 
radiation by absorption, a sca le  height for the ionic species  different 
f r o m  that for the neutral  gases  controlling the diffusion and the molecular 
species  controlling the recombination, and a non-divergent ver t ical  flux 
of ions. Matching the empir ical  model peak altitudes and densities i s  
accomplished by adjusting the assumed reaction r a t e s  R1 and R2 and the 
vert ical  flux. 
5. 1 Electron density a t  the F 2  peak 
The C. C. I. R .  Atlas of Ionospheric Charac ter i s t ics ,  C. C. I. R .  
( 1967) includes the coefficients of the numerical  mapping functions for  
the F 2  layer  c r i t ica l  frequency f F a t  two levels  of so lar  activity 
0 2 
corresponding to twelve month smoothed mean values of the Zurich 
monthly sunspot numbers of 0 and 100 for each month of the year .  These 
data a r e  based on vert ical  incidence ionospheric soundings for  all  
available stations for the yea r s  1954 through 1958. 
F o r  the PennState Mk 1 ionospheric model i t  was  des i red  to use  the 
2800 MHz solar  flux a s  the index controlling the so lar  activity ra ther  
than the-Zurich sunspot number because i t  has  been used for  the CIRA (1965) 
neutral  models. Our calculations indicated that the peak electron density 
i s  approximately l inearly related to the decimetr ic  so lar  flux. The 
CCIR models a s sume  a l inear  relation between f F2 and R To determine 
0 z 
the interpolation formula for  so lar  activity calculations were  made for 
severa l  stations of the peak electron density a s  a function of 2800 MHz 
- 22  
solar  flux for  the yea r s  1959 to 1962, In this way the values 60 x 10 
-2  -1 W rn Hz and 136 x -2  -1 W m Hz were  obtained for  the two 
models to give the interpolation forrr~ula ,  
where 
f i s  the predicted f F f o r  R = 0 in MHz 
0 0 2 
100 i s  the predicted f F f o r  R = 100 in  MHz 0 2 
5. 2 Altitude of the F 2  peak 
The data used for the calculations of the altitude of the peak 
of the F2 layer  were  profiles reduced f rom ionograms. The stations 
used a r e  given in table 3 .  Data for  Grand Bahamas, Puerto Rico, 
F t .  Monmouth, White Sands and St. Johns were  made available by 
J .  W. Wright. Data for Panama,  Talara  and Huancayo were  taken 
f r o m  Schmerling (1958a, b, c ,  1959a, b, 1960a, b). The data 
f r o m  Huancayo were  supplemented by some incoherent sca t te r  
measurements  a t  J i c a m a r a  reported by Fa r l ey  (1966). In the 
case  of Panama and Ta la ra  for  which only high solar  activity data 
was available the approximation was made that the height of the 
maximum remained a t  a constant p res su re  level throughout the solar  
cycle. 
The above data a r e  obviously insufficient to provide the twelve 
sets of 945 coefficients given in the C, G, 1, R. model for the peak densi ty .  
Station 
TABLE 3 
Data Used fo r  Model of N,FZ 
Data L a t  . 
-
Long. sin x 
--
Grand  Bahamas  March  1959 to  F e b .  1962 26.6N 78.2W 0.74120 
P u e r t o  Rico  Apr i l  1959 to F e b .  1962 18.5N 67 ,2W 0.67664 
Ft. Monmouth F e b .  1959 to F e b .  1962 40 .4N  74.1W 0.81948 
White Sands  March  1959 to  J an .  1962 32.3N 106.5W 0.75123 
St .  Johns  M a r c h 1 9 5 9 t o A p r i l 1 9 6 1  47 .6N 52.7W 
P a n a m a  Ju ly  1957 to  Dec.  1958 9 .4N 75.  OW 
T a l a r a  Ju ly  1957 to  Dec. 1958 4 .6N  75.  OW 
Huancayo Ju ly  1957 t o  Dec.  1958 12 .0 s  75. OW 
It was decided to use  as the latitude variable the s in  of x the modified 
dip. This parameter  was used a s  the main latitude variable in the 
C. C.  I. R. (1967) model. 
s in  x = s in  a rc tan  ( J*) 
where 
I i s  the magnetic dip 
X i s  the geographic latitude 
A world map of values of s in  x i s  given as  figure 2 .  
F r o m  an examination of the seasonal variation of the peak 
altitude i t  appeared that the predominant seasonal change was 
sinusoidal with a period of one year  and a maximum or  minimum a t  the 
December solstice.  The data for each station for the winter months 
November, December and January and the summer  months May, June 
and July were  all  grouped together. As with the exception of Huancayo, 
a l l  the stations included in the data a r e  in the northern hemisphere i t  
was assumed that conditions a r e  the same  for  s imi lar  local seasons in 
the northern and southern hemisphere a t  the s a m e  unadjusted solar  
flux. 
F o r  each station a l inear  l eas t  squares  f i t  was f i r s t  made to the 
peak altitude at each hour as a function of the 2800 MHz solar flux and 
- 
values obtained for values of S of 100 and 200 for local winter and local 
Figure 2 W o r l d  map of sin x. 
TABLE 4 
COEFFICIENTS FOR H m F 2  
'10.7 = 100 SUMMER 
TABLE 4 
(cont' d) 
'10.7 = 200 SUMMER 
TABLE 4 
(cont' d) 
'10.7 = 100 WINTER 
TABLE 4 
(cont'd) 
'10.7 = 200 WINTER 
s u m m e r .  These values were  then fitted to a sixth degree Four ier  s e r i e s  
in the local t ime 
Each of the a ' s  and b ' s  was then fitted to a power s e r i e s  expansion in 
t e r m s  of s in  x .  
2~r HL 
cos 2 4 + bnrn s in nm 2 4 
m =  0 , 4  n = 1 , 6  
Table '4 shows the coefftcients used in the model. The winter and 
summer  values of H F were  then calculated using an interpolation 
m 2 
formula based on a l inear variation with the 2800 MHz solar  flux 
the value for the day was then calculated 
2~r  (D + 8) H = HW . 5  + 0.565 cos ) t H 5 - 0 565 cos 3 6 5  25 
Figures  3, 4 and 5 show model values of H m F 2 for  summer  and winter sols t ice  
and equinox conditions for % = 100. F igure  6 shows the equinox values for  
- 
s = 200. 
Nisbet (1968) has  described a method of calculating the photo- 
e lectron number densities in the F region as a function of altitude and 
energy. In the course  of this w o r k  i t  was  discovered that the average energy 
per photoelectron E given to the ambient electrons by the photoelectrons 
I I I 1 I I I I I I I I 
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LOCAL SOLAR TIME 
Figure  3 Model values of H F summer  solstice SlO. 
m 2 = 100. 
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Figure  5 Model values of H F equinox 510.,7 = 100. 
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was a relatively invariant function of the ra t io  of the ambient electron 
density to the sum of the neutral  densities over a wide range of ionosphere 
conditions a t  altitude ranges where non local heating i s  not significant. 
This appears reasonable a s  the average energy per  photoelectron given 
to the ambient e lectrons depends on the ra t io  of the losses  to the ambient 
electrons to the los ses  to neutral  par t ic les .  The neutral  species considered 
each have different lo s s  r a t e s  and photoelectron production spec t ra ,  but a s  
the above rat io  i s  ve ry  altitude dependent, par t ia l  compensation i s  provided 
in that a given r a t io  i s  normally encountered in a l imited range of p r e s s u r e  
and hence in a l imited range of relative concentrations of the three  major  
constituents. The photoelectron production spec t rum changes with so lar  
activity; however, the lower energy photoelectrons a r e  m o r e  effective in 
heating the ambient electrons s o  that does not . seem to be great ly  affected. 
The relation used in the present  model i s  'due to Swartz (1  969) and i s  
shown in F igure  7 
where 
The heat input to the ambient electrons a t  the peak is then given 
by the average energy per photoelectron given to the ambient electrons 
multiplied by the total ion production r a t e .  
Figure  7 Model of average energy E per  photoelectron 
given to ambient electrons.  
Q = E PROD (M) 
This heat input i s  t h e n  equated to the various energy loss  processes  for  
the ambient electrons and the electron temperature a t  the peak determined 
using an i terat ive procedure.  The equations used for  the var ious loss  
processes  a r e  a s  follows: 
Electron to ion loss  
Rotational lo s s  to N2 
Vibrational loss  to N 
2 
VN2 = N.e n(N2) (Te - T) (3.0271 + 1.4793 x 1om3T) (-2.  1529 x lom1' T 
e 
+ 5.7891 x 10- l5  - 4.7555 x 10- l8  Te + 1.327 x l o q 2 '  
2 - 3 Te ) ev crn 
Rotational lo s s  to O 2 
Vibrational 10s s to O2 
2 + 8.29 x 10-l8 Te ) ev crn - 3 
Fine  s t ruc ture  loss  to 0 
-12 (Te - T) (1 - 7 x l o e 5  T ) ev crn - 3 Fo = 3 . 4 ~ 1 0  N e n ( 0 )  
T e 
5 .4  Model for  the upper F region 
In the region above the peak diffusion plays the dominant ro le  in 
determining the electron density profile along a field line. The situation 
is complicated by the change in  the mean ionic m a s s  f r o m  that of oxygen 
to that of hydrogen and by the electron and ion temperature gradients.  The 
equations for  the tempera tures  and densities a r e  coupled and most  programs 
developed to solve the sys tem of equations use an i terative approach in 
which the temperature and density equations a r e  solved successively.  
In the present  program an extremely simple model has  been employed, 
In this model i t  is assurned that the electron and ion temperatures  r ema in  
constant above the peak, and the proton density is chosen to make the 
electron densit ies at 1000 krn agree  with empir ical  boundary conditions. 
The model provides a smooth transit ion between densit ies empir ical ly  
chosen a t  1000 km and the densities and sca le  heights in the region of the 
peak. As the proton sca le  height is so  l a r g e  i t s  ser ious  underestimation 
due to the assumptions of the model does not cause l a rge  e r r o r s  in  the 
electron density profiles up to 1250 km. 
F igures  8 and 9 show the assumed boundary values of the electron 
density a t  1000 k m  fo r  winter and summer  f o r  two levels of so lar  activity. 
The data  on which these es t imates  were  based was  taken f rom Brace  e t  a1 
(1 967), Chan and Colin (1 969),Matuura and Ondoh (1 969) ,and Je l ly  and 
P e t r i e  (1969). 
5. 5 Nighttime F region 
Litt le information on nighttime ionization sources  a t  middle lati tudes 
is available. Based on measurements  by Young e t  a1 (1 968) on 10 August 
1967 three  l ines  have been included Lyman P, He I and He 11. F o r  lack  
of better information, i t  has  been assumed that a t  night the intensit ies 
of these l ines a r e  0.3% , 0, 17'0 and 0. 170 of the i r  daytime magnitude a t  
noon. 
F o r  the upper F region a simple empir ical  formula was employed. 
Below the peak a t  altitudes when the following formula exceeded the 
photoequilibrium density the electron density was  assumed to be, 
N = 1 . 3  i .  N F2 exp (0.  5 ( Z  - Z ) / H  - 0.277778 exp (1 .8  (Z  -Z) /H) ]  
e m m m 
above the peak i t  was assumed that 
I 
N e = l ' 3 2  7 F bxp ( 0 . 5  (Zm - Z) /H-0 .277778  exp (1. B(Z - Z ) / H )  j m 2 m 
7 1 / 2  " j 1 - t exp (15(Z - z ) ,  1 6 ~ 1 1  
m 
1 o2 
I!O .; . .4 .Z  O 2 4 -6 8 1.0 I I 1 I 
I I I I 
SIN X 
SUMMER 
Figure 8 Local noon model boundzry conditions at 1000 Km. 
SIN X 
WINTER SUMMER 
Figure  9 Local m i h i g h t  model boundary conditions ad 1000 K m ,  
where  
zm i s  the geopotential. altitude of the peak 
Z i s  the geopotential altitude a t  which the density is being 
calculated 
H i s  the local scale  height of atomic oxygen 
and 7 
where 
N l ~ ~ ~  i s  the boundary value electron density a t  1000 km 
and 
Nm F2 is the electron density a t  the maximum. 
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6 ,  Modeis f o r  midlat i tude spora.dic E' 
Because it w a s  desired to  g ive  an example  of the way in which 
s tat is t ical  information a s  well a s  estimated mean models could be 
included i t  was decided to make an initial attempt a t  including one of 
the most  var iable  ionospheric phenomena, midlatitude sporadic E ,  in  
the models.  This a lso seemed appropriate because of i t s  in te res t  fo r  
aeronomy and radio propagation. 
I t  was decided that the smal les t  number of statist ical  pa ramete r s  
possible should be included in the model. These were  chosen to be the 
probability of occurrence,  the mean electron density when i t  was 
observed and the s tandard deviation of the distribution about this mean 
electron density. In the absence of other information i t  was decided 
to a s sume  that the distribution of the densit ies was log normal .  
The data used in this analysis were  taken f r o m  Reddy and 
Matsushita (1968) and were  thus based on measurements  of blanketing 
sporadic E for  the years  1958 through 1965 for  s ix  stations. Matsushita 
(1966) suggested that the blanketing frequency f E represents  the p lasma b s 
frequency of the E layer  corresponding to M type sporadic E. This 
S 1 
assumption appears  to be consistent with rocket  measurements  according 
to Reddy and Rao (1968). The s ix  stations employed by Reddy and 
Matsushita were  Adak, Kokobunji, Grand Bahama Island, Talara ,  
Rarotonga, and P o r t  Stanley. The data used consisted of plots of six 
and twelve month running averages of f E over four periods 09-12 hours ,  b s 
13-16 hours ,  21-00 hours and 01-04 hours  and of the percentage 
occurrence of f E > 0.5,  2 ,0 ,  3 .0 ,  4 .0 ,  5,O and 6.0 MHz, b s -  
The l imi ted  number  of s t a t ions  and t i m e s  is obviously insufficient  
to p rav ide  m o r e  than a very min ima l  rnodel of the diurnal ,  seasona l ,  
s o l a r  cycle ,  and geographical  va-riation of even rnid lat i tude blanketing 
sporad ic  E. It was  hoped that  the a t t empt  to provide such models  might 
a t  leas t  indicate some of the possibil i t ies,  difficulties and methods of 
data analysis that might prove helpful in developing la te r  and m o r e  
accurate  models.  
Because of the difference in the data pa ramete r s  used in the model 
and those given by Reddy and Matsushita, a ra ther  involved data pro-  
cessing technique was used which involved severa l  simplifying assumptions,  
The most  obvious variation in sporadic E densities and probabilities 
appeared to be the annual variation with a maximum in local summer  
and a minimum in local winter.  It was assumed that this variation 
could be represented  by the fundamental Four i e r  coefficient with a 
maximum or  a minimum on January  1 s t  depending on the hemisphere.  
Winter and summer  values of each parameter  were  r ead  for  each 
year f r o m  1958 through 1965 and these were  fitted to l inear relations 
with the 2800MHz solar  flux corresponding to the period of the measure -  
ments ,  These l inear r elationships were  interpolated a t  values of 
100 x -2 -1 W rn Hz and 200 x -2 -1 W rn Hz It was 
assumed that the average value of the peak eiectron density corresponded 
to the average value of fbEs and that the probability of occurrence of 
sporadic E corresponded to the probability that sporadic E was observed 
with a blanketing frequency exceeding 0 , 5  MHz, It was assumed that 
the probability distribution of the sporadic E peak electron density 
would exceed a value n as given by 
where  
ESPROB Is the probability of sporadic E occurring with 
a cr i t ical  frequency exceeding 0 .5  MHz. 
AVNES i s  the average peak electron density of the 
sporadic E layer  when i t  occurs .  
and 
SIGMA i s  the s tandard deviation about the mean value. 
Values of SIGMA were  chosen which provided the bes t  f i t  to the data fo r  
the higher values of f b E s  F o r  smal l  values of n the probability i s  
mainly controlled by ESPROB and in the region of AVNES by the average 
value of fbEs. 
The variation for the blanketing sporadic E cr i t ica l  frequency 
assumed for a local t ime HL i s  
0 hours  to 4 hours  
4 hours  to 8 hours  
f b E s  = C 1 - C 2  C O S  IT (4 -HL) 20 
f b  Es = C1 - C2 C O S  IT (4 -HL) 4 
f b  Es  = C1 - C2 C O S   IT:(^ -HL) 8 hours  to 24 hours  20 
where C and C a r e  derived f r o m  s e r i e s  of the f o r m  1 2 
I I 4 values of both C1 and C a r e  obtained for each value of s in  x j for  winter 2 
and summer ,  
at 'l0.7 values of 100 and 200* Values for  the day and so lar  
activity a r e  calculated using the interpolation formula 
when a, i s  It 1 depending on the hemisphere,  This sign change was used because 
the data for  the southern and northern hemispheres  w e r e  s o  spa r se  i t  was 
thought better to combine them and assume that conditions were  s imi lar  a t  
s imi lar  seasons for  s imi lar  non-adjusted solar  fluxes. 
The average value of the peak electron density AVNES was then 
calculated using the relation 
4 AVNES = 1.24 x 10 ( fb  Es)  2 
where 
AVNES i s  in units cmw3 
and 
f E i s  in MHz b s 
The probability that the blanketing frequency of the sporadic E 
layer  exceed 0 .5  MHz was also determined in a s imi lar  manner.  In this 
case  the t ime variation was assumed to be 
2~ (HL - C5) 
ESPROB = C3 4- C4 cos ( 24 1 
Values of the probability of sporadic E occurrence for  two three 
hour periods a r e  shown in F igure  10 to give an indication of the diurnal 
and seasonal variation in this parameter  and the degree to which the model 
fits the la t i tucl inai  variation. 
A HOURS I TO 4 
O HOURS 13 TO 16 
- PSU Mk I MODEL 
I -0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 0 .2  0.4 0.6 0.8 U A3 
SIN X SBN X 
LOCAL SUMMER LOCAL WINTER 
Figure  10 Six month average mid-winter and mid-summer - 
probability of sporadic E with fbEs > 0.5 MHz, Sloe = 100. 
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The standard deviation SIGMA was derived from the formula 
2?r SIGMA = 0 . 0 1  [(s  - 100) ( 0 . 5 5  f 0 .  1 5  cos  (HL + 2 ) )  
ZIT t (200 - S) ( 0 . 6  + 0 .  1 cos  (HL t 2 ) ) ]  
7, Comparisons of the model with data 
A. l a rge  number of comparisons of the model with experimental 
data a r e  possible, only a few of which can be given he re .  
Of major  in te res t  is the behavior of the F 1  region. In the Mk 1 
model these densit ies a r e  derived f r o m  solar  flux values,  CIRA neutral  
atmospheric densit ies and laboratory values of r ecombination ra tes .  They 
a r e  thus independent of any ionospheric electron density data except in the 
region of the peak where  the boundary conditions take control. A major  
source  of electron density data for  comparison purposes i s  the s e r i e s  
of mean monthly reduced ionograms produced by N. B. S. which served 
a s  the main source  of H 
m 
These were  obtained as mean monthly 
profiles a t  t imes  when the K index was  l e s s  than 4 .5  and thus they 
P 
corresponded to quiet magnetic conditions. In the following comparisons 
the MK 1 models p rogram was run  for  the 15th day of the month using the 
2800 MHz solar  flux averaged for  27 days about this time. F igures  11, 
12, 13 and 14 show data for  March 1959 (S= 103) and March 1961 (5 = 220) 
for  Grand Bahama Island and St,  Johns Newfoundland. It would appear 
f r o m  these comparisons that the correct ion for  so lar  activity has  
ra ther  overest imated in the 150 - 250 k m  height range a s  the model 
electron densit ies a r e  r a the r  too low f o r 2  = 103 and too high a t  S = 220. 
Values a t  Grand Bahama Island a r e  generally higher with respec t  to the 
model than for  St. Johns. As would be expected, the divergence 
between the models and the measured  data i s  g rea te r  a t  t imes close to 
sunr ise  and sunset than during the day. No attempt has  been made to  
obtain a better f i t  to the experimental data by adjusting the solar  flux 
values as the uncertainties in the reduced ionograrns a r e  probably of the 
order  of the rt2070 difference observed during the day, 
NBS REDUCED IONOGRAM DATA PSU M k I  MODEL 
Figure  1 I Electron densit ies for  Grand Bahama Island, March 
1959, sl,. , = 220. 
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Figure  12 Electron densities for  St. Johns, Newfoundland, 
March 1959, SlOB7 = 220. 
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Figure 13 Electron densities for Grand Bahama Island, March 
1961, = 103. 
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Figure  14 Electron densities for  St. Johns, Newfoundland, 
March 1961, g10.7 = 103. 
Figures  15, 16, 17 and 18 show the comparisons for a medium 
level of solar  activity for  summer  and winter.  It i s  apparent that the 
densit ies in the 100 to 200 km range agree  well in the summer  a t  both 
St.  Johns and Grand Bahama Island. The winter values a r e  of the order  
of 157'0 too low a t  Grand Bahama Island and 25% too low a t  St,  Johns 
when compared with the measured profiles. These differences a r e  
probably due to seasonal variations in the neutral  atmosphere not taken 
into account in the C. I. R .  A. model, 
Two types of e r r o r  a r e  likely to a r i s e  i n  using models to establish 
boundary conditions. The f i r s t  due to departures  of the behavior on any 
given day f r o m  some average behavior observed a t  that location over 
an  extended period and the second due to e r r o r s  in the geographical 
interpolation procedure.  The interpolation e r r o r s  will increase a t  loca-  
tions remote  f r o m  stations for  which data for the model were  derived but 
will s t i l l  be present  even for stations included due to inexactness o r  
smoothing inherent in the numerical model used to represent  the pa ramete r ,  
To examine these types of e r r o r  a comparison has  been made in F igure  
19 of peak electron densities measured  a t  Arecibo for  one summer  and 
one winter day with two ionospheric models. The f i r s t  is  a model derived 
f rom al l  available data f rom the ionosonde a t  Puer to  Rico for the year  
196 1 to 1962 for  which the K index was l e s s  than 4 .5 .  The mean monthly 
F 
values observed a t  each hour for summer  and w i n t e ~  months were  fitted 
separately to l inear relationships with the 2500 MHz s s l a ~  %lux, and 
these values were interpolated fox the actual  levels of 5 0 1 3 ~  activity an 
the days in qucctian, The location. of the ionosorrdt: which rndde the 
measurements  was only about 60 km. f rom the Arteibo Observatory so 
that d ~ f f e r e n r e s  in ionospheric corrditioils should bc negligible* This  
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Figure 15 Electron densities for Grand Bahama Island, December 
1960, slO. = 141. 
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Figure  16 Electron densities for  St. Johns, Newfoundland, May 
1960, 'Jl0. = 161. 
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Figure 17 Electron densities for St. Johns, Newfoundland, November 
1960, glO. = 146. 
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Figure  18 Electron densities for Grand Bahama Island, December 
1960, sl0. = 141. 
0 ARECIBO OBSERVATIONS 
@ P S U  Mk I M O D E L  
A 1959- 1962 AVERAGE VALUES FOR PUERTO RlCO Kp  < 4.5 
INTERPOLATED T O  ACTUAL SOLAR A C T I V I T Y  
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Figure 19 Comparison of Arecibo data with two models for F2 region 
peak electron density. 
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mode l  should then r e p r e s e n t  quite accura te ly  the ave r age  behavior a t  
Arecibo,  The second s e t  of values  a r e  f r o m  the Penn  State Mk B model  which i n the  
c a s e  of N F m e a n s  essen t ia l ly  the C. C .  I. R. (1967) values  with a s l ight ly  
m 2 
di f ferent  method of in te rpre ta t ion  fo r  so l a r  act ivi ty,  A s  Pue r to  Rico 
w a s  included i n  the da ta  bank f o r  the  C, C ,  I. R. (1967) mode l  d i f ferences  
between the two s e t s  of values  should r e p r e s e n t  ma in ly  di f ferences  due 
t o  geographical  fitting. I t  i s  apparent  that  the ag r eemen t  in a lmos t  all 
c a s e s  is be t t e r  f o r  the  mode l  de r ived  f r o m  Pue r to  Rican data  alone, In 
pa r t i cu l a r  the ag r eemen t  is cons iderab ly  c l o s e r  on both days  between 12 
and 16 hou r s ,  V e r y  l a rge  depa r tu r e s  f r o m  both mode l s  a r e  observed  a t  
around 16 hou r s  on December  13, 1968. S imi l a r  l a r g e  di f ferences  f r o m  
ave rage  values  a r e  f requent ly  observed  a t  Arecibo and e l sewhere  and 
have been d i s cus sed  in  deta i l  by Doupnik and Nisbet  ( 1968). 
P e t r i e  and Lockwood (1969) have compared  C, C . I , R .  predic t ions  
with Alouette topside  sounder  m e a s u r e m e n t s  and found di f ferences  of a s  
much  a s  0 ,  7 MHz in  monthly median  values  of f F This  would 
x 2' 
co r r e spond  t o  a n  e r r o r  in  the  e lec t ron  densi ty  of about 30%.  A fac to r  
of cons iderab le  i n t e r e s t  is the  f luctuations i n  the  e lec t ron  densi ty  a t  one 
location.  Based  on the i r  data  i t  would appear  that  the  dai ly  values of 
f F had a s t andard  deviation of 0. 55 MHz in  June 99 63 and 0 .84 MHz in  
x 2 
December  1963 about the m e a n  monthly value. These  would cor respond  
to  f luctuations in N F having a s t andard  deviat ion of 18% and 2570 
m 2 
respect ively ,  
Most  of the  data  f r o m  which values  of W F w e r e  obtained w e r e  
m 2 
in the form of m e a n  monthly profiles v ~ h l ~ h  had been averaged  i n  the 
region of the  pcalr. by  adding a Chapman function top with a s c a l e  
height  of i O O  k m ,  When the mode ls  based  on these  data  we re  compared  
with incoherent  s c a t t e r  sounding m e a s u r e m e n t s  a t  Arecibo,  Millstone 
and Nancay i t  was discovered that the model values were  usually higher 
3 
by about 30 km, This e r r o r  i s  surpris ingly la rge  compared with other 
est imates .  It i s  known, however, that topside and bottomside profiles 
can differ by about 75 km. Jackson (1969) has  shown that better ag ree -  
ment between electron content measurements  f r o m  the ground t race  and 
the reduced profiles can be obtained by reducing the virtual range by 
values ranging f r o m  zero to 40 km. The present  resu l t s  would indicate 
that s imilar  e r r o r s  may be present  in ground based soundings. Corn-,  
pansons of reduced ionograms and incoherent sca t te r  sounding measure -  
ments a t  Arecibo by Doupnik and Nisbet (1 966) and Smith(B97q did not show such errors. 
It would therefore seem that the e r r o r s  may have been introduced in the 
averzging procedure used to obtain the mean profiles,  in  the method of 
fitting the relatively smal l  amount of data to a global model, 
f r  in a systematic e r r o r  such a s  occurs  with topside sounders. 
Wright (1962) has  shown that the standard deviation for  values 
Hm F was " 15 km a t  noon for  both Newfoundland and Puerto Rico 2 
based on data f r o m  May 1959 to April  1960. Such variations must  be 
taken into account when comparing data for  individual days with a model. 
Perhaps  the most  stringent comparison of the models with actual 
data is  with the incoherent scat ter  soundings. F igures  20 and 21 show 
comparison of the mean monthly altitudes of constant plasma frzquc-r,cy 
a t  Millstone for one summer  and one winter month. F igure  22 shows 
a comparison of a day's data a t  Nanyay. F igures  23 and 24  show com- 
parisons for the summer  and winter day a t  Arecibo discussed previously 
with respec t  to F igure  19. In each case  it i s  apparent that there is 
general agreement  in the profiles although marked differences occur 
a t  sunrise  and sunset and the percentage e r r o r s  can be quite la rge  a t  
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Figure  20 P l a s m a  frequency Millstone Hill, July 1964, Sl0. = 68. 




Figure  2 1 P lasma  frequency Millstone Hill, November 1964, - 
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Figure  22 P l a s m a  frequency, Nancay, March 12, 1967, - 
135.9. 
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Figure  23 P l a s m a  frequency, Arecibo Observatory, June 26, 
1968, S IoJ  = 141.40. 
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Figure  24 P lasma  frequency, Arecibo Observatory, December 14, 
1968, sloe 7 = 135. '71 138.6.  
Figure  25  shows a comparison of the values reported by Reddy 
and Matsushita (1968) for  the six month mean blanketing sporadic E 
cri t ical  frequency F E Figure  26 gives the comparisons of the p e r -  b s '  
centage of t ime the blanketing frequency exceeded given values in 
the t ime period 01-04 hours  and Figure  27 gives s imi lar  resu l t s  for 
13 to 16 hours.  In these graphs P 1  corresponds to 0 . 5  MHz, P 2  to 2 
MHz, P 4  to 4 MHz, P5 to 5 MHz and P 6  to 6 MHz. The model values 
were  calculated using the average value of the peak E electron density, 
s 
the probability of observing E and the standard deviation for  the middle 
s 
of t ime period for  the middle day of each month in the period f r o m  
1958 to 1968 using measured values of 10.7 c m  solar  flux. Six month 
running means were  then computed for  each of the required pa ramete r s .  
This i s  of course  a self comparison but does provide an overall  check 
of a ra ther  complicated reduction procedure and a measure  of the 
degree to which the assumed geographical, tempor a1 and solar  activity 
interpolation formulas  f i t  the data. Considering the assumptions made 
i t  i s  perhaps not surprising that the agreement  i s  poorest  for  Adak 
which i s  a t  a high geographic latitude and low magnetic latitude, 
Differences a r e  also quite la rge  for Kokobunji (s in -- = .6935) ,  P o r t  
Stanley ( sin x = -. 73 54) and Grand Bahama IslaLd (si3 x = .7412)  
because all of these stations had quite simira-r values f o r  the magnitude 
of sin x . A s  this parameter  was used as tr-e only geographic variable,  
the leas t  squares  fitting technique constrained the model to give 
s imilar  resul ts  for  these three stations apar t  f r o m  the seasonal 
r eve r sa l  in the southern hemisphere.  
J ?, L J ., .. " .- 
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F i g u r e 2 5  S i x m o n t h r u n n i n g a v e r a g e o f f  E during 1958-1965;d b s  indicates December of each year .  
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Figure26  Sixmonthrunningaveragesof P1, P2, P3, P4, P 5 a n d  
P6 during 1958-1965; curves refer  to the average P values 
in the post-midght period of 01-04 hours. In the observed 
data P 1  curve for Po r t  Stanley i s  not shown because i t  i s  
not reliable . 
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Figure  27 Six month running averages of P1 ,  P 2 ,  P3, P4 ,  P 5  and P 6  
(top to bottom in that order)  during 1958-1965); curves re fer  
to the average P values in the afternoon 13 -16 hours.  
G o n c l u s i o ~ s  
The model presented represents  a ve ry  simplified picture of the 
ionosphere even a s  i t  i s  understood a t  present.  Obvious extensions a r e  
the inclusion of a m o r e  complete theory of the F regior, including dr if ts  2 
and electr ic  fields possibly along the l ines of the models of Sterling e t  a1 
(1969), and of the electron and ion temperatures  possibly along the l ines  
of the work of Herman and Chandra (1969). The behavior of the helium 
and hydrogen ions has  been t reated in an over simplified manner and the 
use  of equilibrium solutions for  the F region neglects very  important 
t e r m s  in the continuity equations. The effects of field l ine curvature 
have been neglected s o  that the equatorial i o ~ o s p h e r e  i s  undoubtedly 
poorly represented  and effects such a s  particle precipitation which a r e  
of importance in the high latitude ionosphere were  not considered. 
The second major  inadequacy is in the knowledge of the boundary 
conditions. While the data on the peak electron density incorporated 
in the C. C. I. R e  model were  based on al l  available data f r o m  some 134 
stations for  four yea r s ,  the data  on other pa ramete r s  was based on f r o m  
s ix  to eight stations. It i s  regretable  that a t  this t ime after many years  
of ionospheric measurements  that s o  l i t t le data is available on whii:h to 
base a model. It would seem to be of cocsiderable impcrtance thr t  the 
la rge  body of data on ionospheric parameters  be reduced in a consistent 
manner.  Ir, the measurement  of most  ~ ( i r a m e t e r s  i t  is desirable  that 
the statist ical  distributions should be determined ra ther  than such 
parameters  a s  average values which mav well be meaningless when the 
method of observation truncates the dist-tbution. The pa ramete r?  of the 
statist ical  distribution may then be correiated with better underst=od 
geophysical var iables .  
The rnodel presented is thus s v e r y  prel iminary attempt at the 
production of a comprehensive ionospheric rnodel that will reproduce 
the main features  of the geographical diurnal, seasonal,  and solar  cycle 
behavior of the midlatitude ionosphere under quiet conditions. 
It i s  fe l t  that the advantages of a computer model of the ionosphere 
have been demonstrated. The interaction of a s  many pa ramete r s  a s  a r e  
necessary  to give even the crudest  picture  of ionospheric behavior 
would requi re  an unmanageable number of tables o r  graphs.  A computer 
model is immediately comparable with data f r o m  any source,  be i t  in the 
f o r m  of satell i te electron content measurements ,  bottomside soundings, 
radio wave propagations, topside sounder satell i te measurements  or 
incoherent sca t te r  soundings. A computer model can incorporate v e r y  
complicated neutr a1 atmospheric behavior, solar  radiation data, absorp-  
tion and ionization c r o s s  sections and boundary conditions. It i s  
relatively simple to update the model a s  new data become available. 
The complexity of the model i s  only l imited by the s i ze  of the computer,  
the t ime to per form the calculations, the knowledge of ionospheric 
theory, and the boundary conditions. The present  program takes 18 
seconds on an I. B. M. 360 model 67 computer to calculate the models 
for  24 hours  for  one station. This corresponds to a cost  of about 
$2.16 for  24 hours  or 9 cents per model. 
The model has  already shown up seve ra l  interesting anomalies 
and has  been helpful in planning s e r i e s  of experiments.  It i s  expected 
that with fur ther  development, its field of application will increase  
considerablyo 
While a computer model has  the great  advantage that an electron 
density profile can be obta ined , fo~ any desired location and time in  some 
appl ica t ions  i t  is convenient to  have data  in tabular  f o r m  f o r  a number  
of locat ions ,  t i m e s  and so l a r  ac t iv i t ies .  F o r  these  purposes  a s e t  of 
t ab les  h a s  been p r epa red  f r o m  the Penn State Mk 1 Ionospher ic  Model 
by  Nisbet  (1970) a t  in te rva l s  of 20° lat i tude f r o m  -60° to  +boo, of 90° 
longitude, 2 h o u r s  in t i m e  and f o r  two leve l s  of s o l a r  act ivi ty.  
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APPENDIX 
For t ran Program 
C PENN STATE MK I 
C IONOSPHERIC  MODEL 
C 1 3  MARCH 1 9 7 0  V E R S I O N  1 5 . 1 0  
C APPROVED FOR T E S T I N G  ONLY, 
C J, S .  N I S B E T  AND R. L .  D l V A N Y  . 
REAL*8  HEADER( lO ) ,DUMMY( lO )  
R E A L * 4  S I N X ( 8 ) , S I N S O I  (8 ) ,E(5 ,45- ) ,X(45>,MMAX(24)  
R E A L * 4  ME(45,24),U(13,76,2),FLAT(8J,FLON(8J,NMAX(24) 
R E A L * 4  H L ( 2 4 ) , H ( 2 4 )  
R E A L * 4  C O N T ( 2 4 )  ,AVNES(24),ESPPOB(24),SlCMA(24) 
1 NTEGER CC1,CC2,CC3,KK(14,2),0PPI,NPTS/44/ 
R E A L * 4  P L O T O P ( 1 3 3 6 )  
EQU l  VALENCE (PLOTOP,CCl) ,  (PLOTOP(  2),MS), (PLOTQP(3 ) ,NT ) ,  
~ (PLoToP(~ ) ,NPTS) , (PLOTOP(~ ) ,F~ IONTH) ,  (PLDTOP(6),D),(PLOTOP(7),SN), 
2 (PLOTOP(8> ,HEADER>,  ( P L O T O P ( 2 8 1 ,  IDEFfT),  ( P L O T O P ( 1 4 8 ) , F L A T ) ,  
3(PLOTPP(156),FLON),(PLCFTOP(164),YL),(PLOTOP(l88),H), 
4 ( P L O T Q P ( 2 1 2 >  ,X>, ( P L O T Q P ( 2 5 7 )  ,W 
L O G I C A L * l  l D E N T ( 6 0 , 8 )  
DATA I R E A D / S / , I P P I N T / 6 / , 1 P I l F l C H / 7 /  
OM=O 
C T H I S  F I R S T  C A L L  TO T H E  MODEL SUBROUTINE I S  FOR l M l T l A L l Z A T l O N  ONLY 
C A L L  M O D F L l  ( X I  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C* * 
C* DESCRI  P T l  OPl OF NECESSARY I N P U T  DATA * 
C *  * 
C* THERE ARE FOUR T Y P E S  OF DATA CARDS R E n U l R E D  BY T H I S  PROGRAM: * 
C* 1, HEADER CAR5 - T H I S  CARD MAY COPITAIN ANY ALPHANUMERIC * 
C*  INFORMATION D E S I R E D  AND I S  P R I N T E D  A T  THE TOP * 
C* OF EACH PAGE PRODUCED BY THE PIODEL PROGRAF4, * 
C * * * * *  N O T I C E  T H A T  ONLY ONE SUCF CARD MAY BE INCLUDED AND I T  I S  ******* 
C * * * * *  READ ONLY ONCE AT  THE B E G I N N I N G  OF THE RUN, ***+**t 
C* * 
C* 2 ,  PARAMETER CARD - T H I S  CARD CONTAtNS  FOUR NECESSARY * 
C* PARAMFTEQS- CCl,CC3,NP, AND T I M E ,  * 
C *  C C l  IS AN INTEGER AND I S  P{lNCHED I N  COLUMN * 
C* I ,  I F  C C 1  .GT, O,OMLY ONE IJ,T, W I L L  RE * 
C*  PROCESSED FOR 1-8 S T A T I O F I S ,  * 
C *  I F  C C L = O  24 FtOURS 1 5 , 7 - ,  \ + / I L L  R E  PROCESSED F O R *  
C* 1 S P n T l o ~ ~ ~  OPJLV, * 
C* C C 3  IS APt lNTEGEP AND IS PUNCHED ! N  C O L U M N  * 
c.l- 3 .  I F  cc3 ,GT, O,A TAPE w e e  B E  ').IRITTEN F O R  * 
C *  fi, S E P 8 R A T E  PLnlTi NG PROGRAM, * 
c* NP I S  AN I F ~ T E G F R  I r r n i  G A P ~ F ~ G  TME NUMBER OF * 
C *  SSPPlqblS TO P90CFSS AWD I S  PONCHFO 1N COL!JMb!* 
C* 5 * * 
C *  T I M F  I S  A FLOATING P O I N T  NUMBER I P I D I C A T I N G  * 
C *  THE TIEIE ( U , T , )  D E S I R E D  TO RE PROCESSED I F  * 
C* C C l  .GT. 0  ( I N  COLS, 6 - 1 0 )  ~r 
C* * 
CONT I MUE 
C* * 
C* 3 .  STATION CARD - T H I S  CARD CONTAINS LATITUDE I M  DECIMAL DEGREES* 
C* PUNCHED I N  COLUMNS 1 - 1 0 ,  JC 
C* EAST LONGITODE I N  DECIMAL DEGREES I S  PUNCHED * 
C* I N  COLUMNS 1 1 - 2 0 .  x 
C* STATION I D E N T I F I C A T t O b l  I S  ALPHANUMERIC AND I S  * 
C* PUNCHED I N  COLUMNS 2 1 - 8 0 .  * 
C* * 
C* 4. T H I S  CARD CONTAINS SN,MONTH,IDAY, * 
C* SN I S  THE 1 0 . 7  0 4 ,  SOLAR INDEX FOR THE T l M E  REQUESTED AND I S  * 
C* PUNCHED FLOATING POINT I N  COLUMNS 1 - 1 0 ,  SN I S  ASSUMED TO * 
C* HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED TO 1 A.U, ONLY I F  PREFIXED W I T H  A MINUS * 
C* SIGN,  * 
C* MONTY I S  THE INTEGER MONTH NUMBER I N  COLUMNS 1 9 - 2 0  * 
C* IDAY I S  THE INTEGER DAY NUF4RFR I N  COLUMNS 2 8 - 3 0  (OPTIONAL)  * 
C* * 
C* REPEAT ( 2 - 4 )  A S  MANY T I M E S  AS NECESSARY. J; 
C*********************************************************************** 
READ ( I READ, 2 0  HEADER 
5 READ ( IREAD, 10, END=230)  CCl,CC2, CC3,P1P8TIME 
1 0  FORMAT (311 ,12 ,F5 .1 )  
NS=8 
I F  ( M P 0 L E , 8 )  NS=MP 
1 5  FORMAT ( 2 F 1 0 e 5 , 6 0 A 1 )  
2 0  FORMAT ( 1 0 A 8 )  
READ ( IREAD,15)  (FLAT(N),FLOM(M),(IDENT(I,hI)81=E,GO),N=1,NS) 
I F  (NP,GT,8) GO TO 2 2 0  
25 READ ( I READ,30) ShI,MONTH, I DAY 
3 0  FORMAT ( F 1 0 . 5 , 2 1 1 0 )  
I F  (!>4ONTH,EQ,OM) GO TO 3 5  
C READ FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR F I N D I N G  F 2  PEAK ELECTRON DENSITY.  
C ( T H I S  IS ONLY DONE I F  THE PIONTH REQUESTED I S  DIFFERENT FROM THE 
C LAST MONTM PROCESSED) 
CALL ATLAS (KK,U,MOMTH) 
OM=MOI.JTH 
C THE DAY NUMBER I S  OPTIONAL AND I F  OMITTED TYE APPROXIMATE DAY 
C NUMBER OF THE MlDDLE OF THE MONTY W I L L  BE USED. 
3 5  D z I F I  X ( ( M O ~ ~ l T H - l ) * 3 6 5 0 0 / 1 2 0 0 + 1 5 0 0 )  
I F  ( IDAY,GT,O)  D=IDAY 
C GET S 1 0 , 7  AND S 1 0 - 7  AT 1 A , O ,  
~ = s , o - o , a ~ ~ ~ ~ c * ~ o s t ( n - ~ ; ~  O I J ~ ~  2 8 3 ; 1 8 ~ ; / 3 6 5 ~ 0 1  
I F  (SN,GP,O,O) GO TO 4 0  
S X = - S N  
SN=-Shl/  ( R * R )  
GO TO k.5 
40 SX=SP!*R*R 
45 I F  (CCL,GI,O) G O  TO 160 
C C C P - 0  PROCFSS 24 ' tO ! fQS  1J,P, FOR % STATlOPl 
F!P==1 
FIT=24 
C CT)FIPlJTE F 2  PFAK E L E C T n O F 1  DFNC;IT'r' FOR TIFdF OR T IPdES DESIRFD, 
CALL T l M F S  (NP,FLAT,FL~Y,KK,I IOSX,NF4AX,S1P!X,SII \JSnl)  
K = l  
DO 8 0  I = l , N T  
li( I ) = I  -1 
C CALCULATE LOCAL SOLAR T I N E  FOR STATIO!! DESIRED. 
H L (  I > = I  - l , O + F L O N ( K > / 1 5 . 0  
I F  ( H L ( I ) , L T , O . O )  Y L ( I ) = Y L ( 1 ) + 2 4 . 0  
I F  ( H L ( I ) , G T , 2 4 . 0 )  H L ( I ) = H L ( I ) - 2 4 , O  
C  GET ALTITUDE OF F 2  PEAK ELECTRON DENSITY.  
I F  (SIMX(K),GT,O,O) GO TO 5 0  
CALL t i I T E 2  (ARS(SINX(Kt),HL(I),SN,D+182,625,MMAX(I)) 
GO TO 5 5  
5 0  CALL H I T E 2  ( S [ N X ( K ) , H L ( I  ),SN,D,t4F1AX(I ) )  
C  GET ELECTRON DENSITY AT 1 0 0 0  KM. 
5 5  CALL TOP2 (TOP,SN,D,rSL( I ),SIFIX(K),SIGM(l.O.FLAT(K))) 
C CALCULATE F REGIOhI MODEL. 
CALL MODEL2 ( -FLO l \ t (K ) ,FLAT(K ) ,SN ,D ,HL ( I ) ,NMAX( I ) , ISMAX( I ) ,S INSOI (K )  
1 , X,E,TOP) 
DO 60 J = 1 , 4 4  
6 0  NE( J, 1 ) = E ( 5 , J ) / 1 0 0 0 , 0  
C COMPUTE ELECTPOP1 CONTENT. 
S U ~ l l = 0 , 5 0 * ( N E ( l ,  I )+? IE(19 ,  I )  
DO 65 J1=2 ,18  
65 SUI\I l=SUFIl+NE (J1, l 
Sl!EIl=SI.JPI1*1. OE+O 9 
SlJF42=0,50*(NE(19,1 )+P!F(29,1 1 )  
DO 7 0  J 1 = 2 0 , 2 8  
7 0  SUM2=SIJF42+NE(tJl, 1 
SUM2=SUM2*2,OE+09 
SUM3=0,50*(NE(29,  I > + N E ( 4 4 , 1 ) )  
DO 75 J1=30 ,44  
75  SUM3=SUF43+NE(Jl , l )  
SUM3=SUM3*5,OE+09 
CONT(I)=SUMl+SUM2+SUM3 
8 0  CONTINUE 
C WRITE OUTPUT TAPE FOR PLOT PROGRAPI I F  CC3>0 
I F ( C C 3  .GT, 0 )  W R l T E ( 9 2 )  PLOTOP 
AS lGN=Sl  G N ( l , O , F L A T ( K ) )  
K l = l  
K 2 = 2 4  
C  DO SPORADIC E  REGIOM CALCULATIONS, 
CALL SPORAD ( S I  NX(K),HL,Kl,K2,D,SI\I,AVMES, ESPROBPSIGMA,P.SIGN) 
DO 85 3=1 ,24  
8 5  AVNES(  J ) = A V M E S (  J ) / l O O O O  0 
K1=1 
K 2 = 1 2  
C OUTPUT A L L  INFORMPTION, 
9 0  WR I TE ( I PR I MT, 9 5 )  HEADF9 
95 FORMAT ( s, IQAS 
W R ~ T E  ( r  pRnrrr,lao) FLoN(NP>,FLfi , rebfp) ,  ( I O E ~ \ ~ T ( I  , P J P S ~  I=I@~OI 
1 8 0  FORMAT ( ' E A S T  LONG! TIJDE =',F8.2,5X, 'LATITIJDE =',F8,2,5X,60Ak) 
\.fR I TE ( I P9 1 FIT, 1 0 5  1 SN, S X ,  D,MONTlt 
1 0 5  FORMAT ( '  S 1 0 , 7  = ' , F 8 , 2 , l 0 X p f S  1 0 , 7  ( lA ,U,9  = ' j F 8 e 2 , 1 0 X ' 5  
I R Y  =\F8,2,10XWMOPtTH =', 1 3 )  
I F  ( A B S ( S I N X ( K ) 9 , L T , O 0  .OR,ABS(S IMX(K) ) .GT ,0 ,82 )  WRITE ( I P R I N T , 1 1 0  
1) 
1 1 0  FORFIAT ( '  THE GEOMAENETI C  L A T I T t t D F  FOR T H f S  STATION bS BEYOND THE'  
1,' RANGE OF THE MODEL' )  
WRlTE ( I P R I N T , 1 1 5 9  (H(KX) ,KX=Kl ,K2)  
1 1 5  FORMAT ( 'OUNIVERSAL T l M E  = '7X ,12F9 .2 )  
WRlTE ( I P R I M T , 1 7 5 9  (WL(J9,J=Kl,K29 
WRITE ( I  PRINT,1209 
1 2 0  FORMAT ('oALTITUDE',~~X'ELECTRON DENSITY MFTERS - 3  X 1 0 - 9  I 8 
~ ' ( c M .  -3  X 1 0 - 3 9 ' 9  
D O 1 2 5  L=1,44 
1 2 5  WRlTE ( I  PRINT,1309 X(L9,  (NE(L,KX9,KX=Kl,K29 
1 3 0  FORMAT ( '  ',F8,2,15X,12F9,29 
WRlTE ( I  PRI NT,210) (CONT(KX),KX=Kl,K2) 
WRlTE ( I P R I N T , ~ ~ ~ ~  (NMAX(KX9,KX=Kl,K2) 
1 3 5  FORMAT ( '  PEAK ELECTRON DENSlTY = ' , l P 1 2 E 9 , 2 )  
WRITE ( I P R I N T , 1 4 0 )  (Yl4AX(KX9,KX=Kl,K2) 
1 4 0  FORMAT ( '  HEIGHT OF PEAK = ' ,12F9 ,29  
WRITE ( I  PRINT,145)  (ESPRQ;B(KX>,KX=Kl,K29 
1 4 5  FORMAT ( '  ESPROB PEF?CENT',8X1=',12F9.2) 
WRITE ( I  PRIFJT,150) (AVNES(KX9,KX=Kl,K2) 
1 5 0  FORMAT ( '  AVNESL1OOO, CM-3s,6X, '= ' ,12F9,2) 
WRlTE ( 1  PRINT,155) (SIGMA(KXZIKX=K1,K29 
1 5 5  FORMAT ( '  SIGMA E.SP,14X,'=' , 1 2 F 9 . 2 )  
I F  ( K l , E 0 , 1 3 )  GO TO 5  
K 1 = 1 3  
K 2 = 2 4  
GO TO 9 0  
C CC1>0 IJSE ONLY r)-PIE: [ JOT,  FOR 1-8  STATIONS 
1 6 0  N T = l  
H ( 1 9 = T I M E  
C COMPUTE F 2  PEAK ELECTRO?! DENSITY FOR T I M E  OR T I M E s  DESIRED, 
CALL POINTS (NT,NP,FLAT,FLr)N,TIME,KK,II,SX,NMAX,SI~NX,SINSQI 9 
I = 1  
DO 2 0 0  K=l ,NP 
C  CALCULATE LOCAL SOLAR T I M E  FOR STATION DESIRED, 
H L ( K ) = T l M E + F L O N ( K > / I 5 , 0  
I F  ( H L ( K 1  ,LT,O,D9 H L ( K 9 = H L ( K ) + 2 4 . 0  
I F  (HL(K) ,GT,24 ,09  H L ( K ) = H L ( K ) - 2 4 , O  
C  GET ALTITUDE OF F 2  PEAK ELECTRON DENSITY.  
I F  (SI?JX(K),I;T,O,OS G O  TO 1 6 5  
CALL H I T E 2  (ABSCSINX(K>),HL(K>PSN~D+1821625,HMAX(K)) 
GO TO 1 7 0  
165 cnee / + I I E ~  ~ S I N X ( K I , H L ~ K ) , S N , D ~ H ~ ~ A X ~ I O I  
C G E T  ELECTRON D E N S I T Y  AT 1 0 0 0  KM, 
1 7 0  C A L L  TOP2 ( T Q P , S N , D , U L C I < ~ , S I N X C K I B S I G i " J ~ I e O Z F L P , V ~ K ~ I ~  
1 7 5  FORMAT C '  LOCAL  T I M E  =',  7X,12F9,21 
C  CALCIJLATE F  REGION MODFL, 
CALL t i Q B F t 2  (-FLONCK),FLAT(K),SN,D,~+L(KF~,I\ !MAX(K~,HMAX~ K5,SIPJSQI ( K )  
c no sponnn e E REG i ON C A L C ~ I L A T  l o ~ ~ s ,  
C A L L  SPoRAn ( S !  r l X ( f < > , I - t L ,  K,K,D,ShI~AVNES,FSPROB,SiGl?/ fA,ASIGN) 
A V N E S ( K ) = A V h I F S ( l < > / l ~ O  
DO 1 8 0  J=1 ,44  
1 8 0  ! d E ( J , K ) = E ( 5 , J ) / 1 0 0 0 . O  
C CQFIPIITE ELECTROU CONTENT . 
S\J!4 l=o05O*(NE(1, !<)+hlF(19,  K )  
DO 1 8 5  J1=2 ,18  
1 8 5  SlJFIl=SUMl+NE( J1, K )  
S U M l = S U I I l * l  ,OE+O9 
SUM2=0,50*(NECl9,K)+NE(29,K)) 
DO 1 9 0  J1=20,28 
1 9 0  SUM2=SUM2+NECJl,K) 
SUM2=SUM2*2,OE+09 
SUM3=0.5O*(NE(29,K)+NE(44,K)  
DO 1 9 5  J1=30 ,44  
1 9 5  SUMS=SUfl3+NE(Jl ,K) 
SUF93=S(fF43*5. OE+O 9  
CONTCK)=SUMl+SUM2+SUM3 
2 0 0  CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT A L L  I NFQRFIATION. 
C  \ JR ITE QUTPOT TAPE FOR PLOT PROGRAM I F  CC3>0 
I F ( C C 3  ,GT, 0 )  WRLTE ( 9 2 )  PLOTOP 
DO 215  J = l , N P  
WRlTE ( I P R I N T , 9 5 )  HEADER 
\JR lTE ( I  PRIFJT,100> FLON( l f ) ,FLAT(J ) ,  (IDENT(M,J),M=1,60) 
WRITE ( I PRI NT,105) Sl\l,SX,D,MONTH 
I F  ( A B S ( S I N X ( J ) ) . L T , O .  .0R,ARS(SIMX(J)).GTO0.82> WRlTE ( I P R I N T , 1 1 0  
1) 
WRlTE ( I P P I N T , 1 1 5 )  V ( I )  
\4RlTE ( 1 P R I N T , 1 7 5 )  H L ( J )  
WRlTE ( I P R I N T 8 1 2 0 )  
DO 205  L=1,44 
205  WRlTE ( I P R I N T , 1 3 0 )  X(L) ,NE(L,J)  
WRITE ( I P R I P l T , 2 1 0 )  COMT(J) 
2 1 0  FORMAT ( 'OELECTRON CONTENT = ' 1 P 1 2 E 9 . 2 )  
\gRITE ( I P P I N T , 1 3 5 )  N N A X ( J )  
WRITE ( I P R I N T , 1 4 0 )  Y l4AX(J)  
WRlTE ( I  PRI NT,145)  ESPRQB(J) 
WRlTE ( I P R I N T 8 1 5 0 )  AVMES(J1 
215 WRlTE ( I P R I N T , 1 5 5 )  S IGF lA(J )  
GO TO 5  
2 2 0  WRITE ( I  PRINT,225)  
225  FORMAT ( / / / I  TOO MANY STATIONS HAVE BEEN REOUESTED.(EII;HT I S @ , '  TH 
1 E  MAXIP4UM N I I M R E R ) ' / / '  O O F ~ L Y  Tt4E F I R S T  8 W l  L L  BE P R O C E S S E D ' )  
READ ( IREAD,20)  (DUMMY,I=S,NP) 
NP=8 
GO 1 0  25  
230 STOP 
END 
S l J B R O U T  I PIE t lODE L l  ( X 1 
REAL*4 ~(451,~~~(5,45),CN(3,45),T(~151,E(5,45),Bbl(3),EM~3) 
REALe4 G A P 2 ( 3 ) , P R O Q ( 3 ) , Z ( 4 5 1  ,OFSTOnfE(45)  
REAL PRODYQ4.5~,S~.EKO~4l,SlK(2~~,S2~~IO~,S3//,~II?~,S~.tf((%O),~RC)~3? 
REAL.4 ~ M E ( ~ ~ ~ ) , ~ ~ V ( k 5 > , ~ ~ ( ~ ~ 5 ) , S 2 ~ b 5 ) ~ S 3 ( 4 5 ] ~ ~ ~ $ ( b ~ ~  
REAL C C ( 4 5 )  
REAL*4 INT(62),P(62) 
Cil,f>, C(2,I) AND C(3,1) AQE THF PRSORPTIOY CROSS SECTrONS 
FOR M2, 02, AND 0 RESPECTIVFLY 
REAL*4 C ( 3 , 6 2 ) / 0 . 0 , 1 , 6 , 0 , 0 , 1 O 4 P 1 1 9 , 0 0 0 , 0 O 2 3 , 1 0 9 , 0 e 0 8 2 e 6 , 4 ~ 0 , 0 ~ 0 , 2 5  
1O,O,4O,O,O,O,1 ,65,8 .25,OBOP4~25,5 ,9 ,0 ,085~35,5~2,O~0,3o4,7oO,O~O,3 
2.8,7,410,084.35,9,3,4~7,4e95,8e9~4O9~4895,11~7,5e0,1101,1305,5e3,3 
3 .35 ,26 ,0 ,5 ,3 ,6 ,75 ,40O0P6~1P28~O,333O,6e1 ,907 ,2800 ,601 ,1308 ,3300 ,1 l  










CP(1,1), CP(2,I) AND CP(3,I) ARE THE IONIZATION CROSS SECTlONS 
FOR N2, 02, AND 0 RESPECTIVELY 
REAL*4 CP(3,62)/0.0,0,9,O.Q~O.0,Oe76,0O0,0O0,0O768000,000,1e6,000, 
1 0 , 0 , 1 8 , 0 p 0 , 0 8 O , Q , 4 e 1 5 , O O O , O O O , 3 ~ 0 , O O O , O ~ O , 2 o 9 , O ~ O , O ~ ~ , 4 o 2 , O o O , O ~ O ,  
2 4 ~ 8 ~ 0 . 0 ~ 0 , 0 , 7 ~ 9 ~ 4 . 7 , 0 , 0 , 6 , 2 , 4 ~ 9 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 5 ~ 3 ~ 5 ~ 0 ~ 0 e 0 ~ 5 ~ 4 8 5 e 3 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 9 ~ l ~ ~ ~  
3 3 , 0 . 0 , 1 4 , 0 8 6 , 1 , 1 4 , 0 , 1 3 e 4 B 6 e 1 C 4 O 9 , 1 1 1 2 , 6 0 1 , 7 0 6 , 1 ~ ~ 8 , 1 1 ~ 0 , 1 4 d 3 , 1 3 ~ 9 ,  





9 6 ~ 5 ~ 2 2 ~ 0 8 1 0 0 0 , 1 5 , 5 , 2 2 , 0 , 9 O 3 ~ 1 ~ ~ 0 6 C 2 1 O 0 ~ 8 o 7 ~ 1 3 ~ 4 ~ 2 ~ o 0 8 8 o 1 ~ l 2 e O ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~  
19,8,12.0,18,7,9,2,10,7,16~O,8~0,9O8,14O487~28907,130k,6e7,803,~~~~ 
2 , 5 . 6 , 7 , 2 , 9 , 4 , 4 , 7 p 6 ~ 0 , 9 a 0 , 4 ~ 0 , 4 O 7 , G G 8 , 3 . 4 , 3 ~ 9 , 5 ~ 7 , 2 0 9 ~ 2 0 8 , 4 0 2 , 2 0 1 , 1  
3 . 7 5 , 2 , 2 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 8 , 1 , 4 , 0 O 7 , 0 O 6 , 0 O 8 P 0 O 4 8 0 O 2 5 , 0 e 4 4 , 0 ~ 2 2 , 0 0 0 7 , 0 Q 2 8 0 0 1 /  
PCOFIS(I) ARE THE PHOTON FLUXES IN EACM O F  THE I GROUPS OF SOLAR 
RADIATION FOR A 10.7 CF1 FLllX VALUE OF 150 
REAL*4 P C O N S ( 6 2 ) / 2 , 7 , 0 , 4 , 1 ~ 5 , 4 B D P O O 6 5 , O D 6 , O ( 1 3 5 8 O o 2 , O o 7 , 0 o 8 , 4 o 0 , ~ ~ 8  
l,l,8,0,65,1.G,0,7,0~3G~O~28,0e16,0O5PO~32,Oo23,O~6,O~4,0~l5,Oo20,O 
2,35,.7,.35,1,2,,8,,6072,.25,,8,.5,e5,e68e4,035,e6,e4ffe4 
3 , 0 , 7 , 0 , 6 , 0 , 4 8 0 , 4 , 4 0 0 , 0 0 8 , 0 O 5 , 0 ~ 3 8 0 O 4 I 0 ( r 4 ~ 0 ~ 3 , 1 ~ 6 p 2 ~ 2 , 3 ~ 2 , 0 0 4 , 0 0 0 7 1  
4,0,16,0,16,0,09,0,03/ 
REAL*4 E X P O N ~ G 2 ) / 0 , 5 , O , 5 , 0 ~ 0 , O O 5 , ~ o 5 , O O 0 , O O 5 8 Q ~ 5 , O o O , O ~ O 8 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 * o , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , o , 0 , 1 , 0 p l O o ~ 1 1 o P O ~ 0 $ l I O P 1 O o $ o o o p O ~ o ~ o o o , 1 o o ~ o ~ o 8 o ~ o / o ~ 5  
2 , Q , 5 , 0 , 5 f f % , 0 8 0 , 5 , 0 0 5 p 0 O 5 ~ 0 O 5 ~ 0 O 5 p 0 O 5 f f 0 B 5 p 0 ~ 5 , 0 ~ 5 ~ 1 0 0 ~ 0 e 5 p 0 0 5 p 0 0 5 p 0  
3 . 5 , 0 , 5 p 0 , 5 p 2 0 0 ~ 2 0 0 p 2 2 0 ~ 2 ~ 0 8 2 ~ 0 ~ 2 e 0 ~ 2 ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ 0 ~ 2 e 0 ~ 2 ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ e ~  
4 / 
I N T E G E R  G C I ,  C C 2 ,  C C 3  
R R 3  AND R R 4  A R E  T H E  R A T E S  FOR TL4E D I S S O C I A T I V E  RECOMBlMAT lO!l 
R E A C P I O I ~ S  O F  iin+ 4 ~ r - t  n2+ M U L T I P L I E D  BY T F R P  I N  K 
RR3=1,44E-4 
t?R4=6,6E-5 
X IS l NDEX OF ALYITIIRE LOl.IER ROrJNDARY AT 120 KM 
X ( P ) = 1 2 0 , 0 0  
no s P J = Z , I ~  
5 X ( N l = X ( M - 1 1 + 1 0 , 0  
DO 1 0  1!=20,29 
1 0  X ( N > = X ( h ! - 1 ) + 2 0 , 0  
DO 1 5  N=30 ,44  
1 5  X ( N ) = X ( N - 1 ) + 5 0 , 0  
C Z ( N )  I S  THE I N D E X  OF GEOPOTENTIAL  A L T l T t l D E  
DO 2 0  M=1,44 
2 0  Z ( N ) = ( X ( N ) - 1 2 0 , 0 ) * 6 4 9 3 . 0 / ( 6 3 7 3 e O + X ( P J ) )  
C  E M ( l ) ,  EM( 2 )  AND E N ( 3 )  ARE T q E  FlOLECULAR MASSES OF N2, 0 2  AND 0 
Ef;1(1)=28.  0  
E M ( 2 ) = 3 2 . 0  
E M ( 3 ) = 1 6 , 0  
R X = l ,  8 7  
C X = l . O  
C TEMP A T  1 2 0  KM 
T Z E R O = 3 5 5 , 0  
T INF=O,O  
C DN(11 ,  DN(21 ,  D N ( 3 )  ARE BOUNDARY D E N S I T I E S  OF N2, 0 2  AND O 
D N ( 1 ) = 4 , 0 0 E + l l  
D N ( 2 ) = 7 . 5 0 E + 1 0  
D N ( 3 ) = 7 , 6 0 E + 1 0  
V = 0 , 7 0 0  
RETIJRI.1 
ENTRY MODEL2 (W,G,SbI,D,VL,EMAX,YITE,SIF\lSr)I,X,E,TOP) 
C D E N S I T Y  AT  F 2  PEAK 
E(5 ,45)=EPlAX 
C H E I G H T  OF F 2  PEAK 
X ( 4 5 9 = H I T E  
T I N = T I N F  
C CALCULATES GEOPOTENT l h L  A L T I  T l J n F  OF F 2  PEAK 
Z ( 4 5 > = ( X ( 4 5 > - 1 2 0 , Q ) * G 4 9 3 e 0 / ( 6 3 7 3 . 0 c X ( 4 5 ) )  
C SETS ELECTRON D E N S I T I E S  AT  PEAK TO FlOnFL 
E N E ( 4 5 ) = E ( 5 , 4 5 )  
C ADJlJSTS PI-4OTnFl FLIJXES U S  I Nr; ASSUFIFD S0Lfi.R V P R  I A T  I O N  TM 
C 1 0 . 7  CF? SOLAR FLUX 
DO 25  I = 1 , 6 2  
D I V = 7 5 . 9  
I F  ( I , G T . 5 7 )  D I V = 8 1 . 0  
25  P (  I )=PCONS(  I ) * 1 . O E + O 9 * ( S F a / D I V ) * * E X P r ) N (  1 )  
C  CALCULATES EXOSPHERIC  TEMPERATl lPES T I N  FOR HOUR AND SOLAR A C T I V I T Y  
C AND SEASnFl 
3 0  ~~LTAT=((0,39+0,15*SlN(G~28~187*(0-172.0)/365~0))*Sl\J(l2~56637*(D- 
1 8 0 , 0 ) / 3 6 5 . 0 ) - 0 , 3 0 > * S N  
S = S N + D E L T A T / 3 , 4  
CO= 5,443538E+02+4.328R!37E+OO*S 
C 1 = - 1 , 1 7 9 8 1 9 E + 0 2 - 6 , 4 9 5 3 6 0 E - r ) 1 * S  
C 2 =  3 , 1 1 5 0 9 1 F + 0 1 - 4 , 7 6 G 8 1 8 E - 0 2 * S  
C3= 4 , 0 6 9 3 2 3 E + O 0 + 4 , 1 5 4 6 8 2 E - 0 2 * S  
6 4 = - 6 , 3 8 9 0 6 f  F+00+1,44.5760E-O2*S 
C5= 1,045482E+00-4,995652E-O2*S 
21=-1 .138663F+01-7 ,2C)8949E-O1*S  
Z2= 1,359668E+O1+2,815729F-O3*$ 
23= 9 ,859158E-01+8 ,138881F-O2*S  
24= 7 , 0 6 1 1 3 2 F - 0 1 - l , P 5 1 7 0 8 E - O 2 * S  
2 5 = - 2 , 9 2 5 3 1 5 E - 0 1 - 4 , 6 2 5 2 3 6 E - O 2 * S  
0 = 3 , 1 4 1 5 9 3 * H L / 1 2 ,  




C CALCULATES SCALE HEIGHT 
HT=0,8734*T I  N  
CON=l, 0-TZEROIT I N 
C DEL I S  THE SOLAR D E C L l N A T l O N  
DEL=-0,40915*COSC(D+8,9)*(2,0*3e141593/365e25)) 
C Y = SECANT SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE 
Y=l,O/~SlN(O,Ol7453*G~*SIN(DEL)+CDS~O.Ol7453*G~*COS~DEL~*COS~Oo26l 
1 8 * ( H L - 1 2 , O ) ) )  
I F ( Y  .GT, 0 - 0  .AND, Y .LT,  5 9 . 3 )  GO TO 33  
DO 3 2  1=1,62 
3  2  P ( I  )=O,O 
P(1)=.93E+OG*SQRT(S)  
P ( 3 2 ) = , 8 0 E + 0 4 * S  
P(47>=,46E+O6*SC?RT(S> 
Y = l . O  
C CONVERTS HOURS LOCAL T I M E  TO DEGREES 
3  3  CCON=3.141593*HL/12,O 
C CALCULATES FOURIER C O E F F l r l E N T S  FOR TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FACTOR 
AO= 2,210156E-02-1,97003OE-05*S 
A l =  6 , 7 1 2 3 5 8 E - 0 3 - 1 , 1 8 1 1 0 7 E - 0 5 * S  
A2= 2,748180E-O4*3,390522E-O7*S 






545-1 ,380845 '2 -04+2,075324E-07*S 
B5= 1.358994E-04+3,931811E-07*S 
C TEMPERATIJRE GRADIENT FACTOR 
R = A O + A Z * C O S ~ O ) + A 2 * C O S ( 2 , * O ) + A 3 * C i 3 S ( 3 0 * O )  
A +A4*COS(4 , *Q ) *AS*C i3S (5 . *0 )  
1 + B ~ * S I N ( Q ) + & ~ * S I N ( ~ ~ * O ) + R ~ * S I F ~ ( ~  . * 0 )  
0 + R ~ * S I N ( ~ , * O ) + W ~ * S I N ( ~ . * O )  
DO 3 5  bl=1,3 
3 5  GAM(til)=EM(M)/ ( H T * B )  
N=45 
B Z = B * Z ( N )  
I F  (BZ,GT,20,0) RZ-20 .0  
C NEUTRAL TEP4PERATtIRFS AT EACH WE I GUT 
T Q N ) = T l ! 4 * ( l , O - C o ! 4 * E X P ~ - B Z ) l  
TEMP=(l, 0-ColJ>/ ( F X P C R Z I - C O P 1 1  
DO 411 1?=9,3 
C D E N ( I , N E ,  B E N ( 2 , N )  A N D  D E N Q 3 , l d )  A R F  D E N S I T i E S  OF N2, 02 AND O AT 
C ALTiTUDF I N D E X  N 
D E N ( ~ ~ ~ , N $ = E X P ( R Z ) * D N ( ~ ~ I ~ * Q T E P ? P ~ * * ( ~ ~ O + G A ? I Q ~ ~ )  1 

85 P R o n ( t ~ ) = : n ~ N c r a , ~ > * s t ~ ~ ~ * ~ . o c - ~ . s  
PaonT(?~)=PnoD(r)+PROD<2~+PPOD~S~ 
E ( 2 , N > = P R a n ( 3 9 / ( R R 1 * D E P J < 1 4 N ~ + R R 2 * D E N ~ 2 t P ! l ~  
E ( l , N ) = 0 , 5 * ( E ( 2 , N ~ + S T t ~ T ( E ( 2 , b J > * * 2 + 4 e O * T ~ ~ l ~ * ~ ~ R R 1 * D E W ~ ~ , b ~ ~ * E ~ 2 t ~ ~ ! ~ + P  
IROD(l))/RR3+(RR2*DEM(2,P~)*E(2,I?!l+PROD(2))/RRb))) 
90 O P T O N E ( N ) = E ( 2 , N ) / E ( l , b I )  
IF(Y .EO, 1,O) GO TO 205 
DO 100 Fd=1,3 
SUM=O, 0 
DO 95 1=1,62 
95 SUM=SU?t+P(I)*CP(M,I) 
C PRO(M) IS PRQDUCTION OF M ION AT F2 PEAK NEGLECTING ABSORPTION 
100 PRO(M)=DEN(Pl, 45 )*SUPn*l0 OE-18 
C PROT IS PRODUCTION AT PEAK NEGLECTING ABSORPTION 
PROT=PRO(ll+PRO(2)+PR0(3) 
C ZOH IS NUMBER OF SCALE HEIGHTS OF 0. 190KM IS BELOW PEAK 
ZOH=6Z(7>-Z(45))/(5025E-02*T(7)) 
C ALPHA IS FRACTIONAL UNABSORBED FLUX AT PEAK 
ALPHA=l, 0-PRODT( 45 ) /  PROT 
IF (ALPHA,GT,0.025) GO TO 105 
A=l,O+ALOGcALPHA/ ( l oo -PRODT(45 ) *EXP(ZOH) . /PROT)  )/ZOH 
GO TO 110 
105 ALPHA=O, 025 
A=2,4 
110 N=45 
C ROUT1 NE TO SOLVE FOR TE 
TE=2000,0 
DELT=500,0 
CALL LOSS (N, PRODT,DEN,TE,T, E,nE I ,VO2, FO,VN2, RO2,RN2,Q) 
ERR=l,O-(RO2+RN2+FO+V02+VNP+OEI)/O 
TSIGN=SIGNCl,O, ERR) 
115 CALL LOSS (FJ,PRODT,DEN,TE,T, E,OEF,VO2, FO,VM2, RO2,RN2,0) 
ERR=l, O-(R02+RN2+FO+V02+VWEl )/n 
IF (ARS(ERR),GT,0,001) GO TO 125 
C IF TE AT PEAK IS CALCULATED GREATEP TYAN 3TN IT IS SET TO 3TN 
120 IF (TE0LE,3,0*T(N)) GO TO 135 
TE=3,0*T(N) 
DX=O. 25 
GO TO 140 
125 IF (DELT,LT,O,l) GO TO 120 
IF (TSIGN.EQ,SIGN(l,O,ERR)) GO TO 130 
TS I GN=-1,0*TS I GN 
DELT=Oo499*DELT 
130 TE=TE+TSI GN*DELT 
140 IF (TE,LT,T(N)) TE=T(N) 
C CALCULATES SCALE HEIGHT OF 0 AT THE PEAK 
S C H T = 1 , 2 9 4 9 9 % E - 0 9 * ( ( 6 3 7 3 *  O+X(! I l )**25*T(Pl )  
e C H E C K  NEGATIVE ABOVE PEAK 
CHECK=Z(Ml-5CYT 
R P C O Y = ( q X + C X ) / S C H T  
c nrr? t s DI  F F U S  I ON C O E F F  OF o +  I N  o AT P E A K  
DM=(2, P56E+E7*SI NSnI *SORT(T(?I>) ))/B&N(3,bl) 
C Z i l  IS L O S S  T",riTr OF O +  10115 AT PFfiI: 
Q / ~ = ~ F ! I - D E N (  1 , i r  , + ~ ~ z . n - n ~ r ~ (  2,r1 I 
TCOrl=(ToP/E(5,N) )**(IIO/9X1 
CALL ROUt!D (A ,  RX, I:X,DX,V,P,LPlij4,SP1K0, SIK, 52K,  53K, S41<, SIC, RAPC, RC, Re) 
1, EPJY) 
C CALCULATES TERMS 1 N EXPONENT! AL S E R l  ES 











C SUMS S E R  I ES 
DO 145 KK=1,7 
VCON=VV( N)**KK 
IF (VCOP!.LT,l,OE-60) GO TO 150 
Sl(N)=Sl (N)+SlK( KK)*VCOFI 




S 2 ( N ) = S 2 ( P i ) * E X P ( C X * Z Z / S C Y T )  
S3(N)=S3(N)*EXP((l,OcCX)*ZZ/SCWT) 
S 4 ( N ) = 5 4 ( N ) * F X P ( ( P , + C X ) * Z Z / S C H T )  
C NORMALIZES SERIES MODEL TO NE AT PEAK 
155 ENE(Nl-ENE(45 )/ENY*(BP*Sl(FJ>+BlC*S3(N)+RC*S2(bI)+BAPC*S4(bl) 1 
J=l 
160 IF (X(J),LT.200.0) GO TO 165 
E(5,J)=E(l,J) 




GO TO 190 
165 E(S,J)=E(l,J) 
J=J+l 
GO TO 160 
170 IF (ENE(J)oGToE(l,J)) GO TO 185 
IF (Z(J),GE,CHECK) Gn TO 1?0 
175 E(5,J)=E(1, J) 
180 J=\J+l 
IF (J.LT045) GO TO 1 7 0  
G O  TO 200 
1 8 5  IF (EMF(tJ+l),GT,ENE(J)) GO TO 130 
G O  TO I 7 5  
1 9 0  no 195 5 ~ l h d ~ I 1 - 1 ~  
E ( 2 , J J ) = 0 0 0  
F ( 3 , t i J 1 = O e  0 
E(4,JJ)=O,O 
1 9 5  E ( 5 , J ( J l = E N E ( J J I  
200 RETIIRFI 
c L ISTED B E L O ~ J  ARE THE CALCULAT IONS N E C E S S A R Y  eoR TUE ~ I I G H T  PROGRAM 
e SeaeE H E I G E Q ~ O F  o 
205  S C H T z l ,  23h79%E-09*((637550+X(45>)**2j*T(45 1 
TCON=(UOP/E(5,45) ) **2  
DO 2 1 5  N=1,44 
Z D I F = Z ( 4 5 ) - Z ( N )  
C CC(.N)=NUMBER OF SCALE HEIGHTS OF 0 BELOW PEAK 
CC(N)=ZDIF /SCHT 
AAA=TCOPlaEXP(-ZD I F /  ( 1 6 *  O*SCHT)) 
I F  (ABS(CC(N) ) ,GT.20 ,0 )  GO TO 2 1 0  
C EMPl R l CAL FORMULA FOR N I GktT DENS 1 T l ES 
E ( ~ , N ) = E N E ( ~ ~ ) * ~ . ~ ~ O ~ ~ * E X P ( O , ~ * C C ( F . ~ ) - O . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * E X P ( C C ( N ) * ~ , ~ ) )  
I F  (ZDIF.LE,O,O> E(5,N)=E(5,N)*SQRT(1.O-AAA+AAA*EXP(-ZDPF*15eO/(l6 
1,0*SCHT) 1 )  
GO TO 215 
210 E (S ,N )=T~P*EXP( (77409G8-Z (N ) ) / ( 3 -2 .0 *SC~-1T ) )  
2 1 5  CONTINUE 
J = l  
2 1 6  I F ( E ( 5 , J )  .GT, E ( 1 , J )  ,OR, J .EO. 4 5 )  GO TO 2 2 0  
E(5, J ) = E ( l ,  J )  
J = J + 1  
GO TO 2 1 6  
2 2 0  RETURN 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * VERSION 2 . 1 1  * 
SUBROUT1 NE LOSS (N,PRODT,DEN,TE,T,E,QEI ,V02, FO.VN2, RO2.RN2,Q) 




D=E(S,N) * (TE-T(N) )  
C RN2 I S  ROTATIONAL LOSS FOR N2 
RN2=2,9E-l4*D*DEN(l,Ff)/SQRT(TE) 
C R02  I S  ROTATIONAL LOSS FOR 0 2  
RQ2=6,9E-l4*D*DEN( 2 ,Ml /SORT(TE)  
DEBYE=6,9*SQRT(TE*T(N)/(E(5,N)*(TE+T(N)))) 
AL=ALOGC1,8E+03*DEBYE*TE) 
C Q E I  I S  ELECTRON ION LOSS 
OE I = 3 ,  20E-08*E(5,N)*(AL/TE**le5)*E(5,N)*4TE-T(N) 1 
PLOT=8,29E-18*TE**2-6.98E-l5*TE+1.39€-12 
C V 0 2  I S  V I B R A T I O N A L  LOSS TO 0 2  
VO2=PLOT*DEN( 2,Nl*€(5,N) 
VPLOT=(2.E529E+05-5.7891E+02*TE+O~k7555* TE**2-1 ,327E-04*TE**3 I * (  
1-3,0271E-04-1,4793E-~7*T(N))*(TE-T(N))*l.OE~13/TE 
C FO I S  LOSS TO F l N E  STRUCTURE OF 0 
FO=3,4E-12*&*DEN(5,Nr*(LL0-770E-05*TE~/T(Pi) 
C VN2 15 V I B R A T I O N A L  LOSS YO N2 
VN2=VPL6T*DEN(1,N)*E(5Bri) 
C Q IS  HEAT INPIIT TO ELECTROPJS BASED ON CALCULBTED UEATING EILTFICI ENCY 
R ~ A L O G ( ~ E ~ ~ , ~ ~ Z / ~ D E N ( I , ~ \ ! ~ - P B E N ~ ~ , N Z + D I " : N C ~ , N Z ~ >  
SUM=O, 0 
X = l , O  
f)6 5 1 = 1 , 7  
S I I F I = S l ? ~ ~ + C O F F  ( I 1 * X  
5 x==x*n 
o=solfi*PRonT or 
R E T l l R I i  
END 
C  F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * V E R S I O N  2 . 1 1  * 
SUBROUTI  NE ROIJNC? (A, R, C,D,V,YALF,Sb!KO,SlK,S2K, S3K, S4K,R1C, BAPC, BC, 
lRD ,ENY)  
C  T H I S  PROGRAF4 USES V A L U F S  OF A,B,C,D, AND H SOUARED RETAM OVER DM 
C  = V  TO  CALCIJLATE VALUES OF RD,BC,SlC, AND SAP(: T H A T  S A T 1  S f Y  THE  
C  BOUNDARY C O N D I T I O N S  J,S.N.  1 4  FEB .  1 9 6 9  
C  THE  N O T A T I O N S  F O L L O \ I  N I S B E T  J S  J . G . R .  V 6 8  NOV 1 5  1 9 6 3  
C  T H E  PROCEDURE USED I S  TO  C A L C U L A T E  BC AND BD FOR THE ACTUAL  
C  C O N D I T I O N S .  
R E A L * 4  ~1~(10),~2~(10),~3~(10),S4~(10),S5~(10),S6K~1O~,S7K~lO~ 
R E A L * 4  S & K ( l O ) , S N K 0 ( 4 )  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( s ~ , s ~ K o ) ,  ( s ~ , s ~ K o ) ,  (S3,S3KO),  ( S 4 , ~ 4 K 0 ) ,  (S5 ,S5KO)  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  (S6 ,S6KO) ,  (S7 ,S7KO) ,  (S8 ,S8KO)  







S l K O = l .  0  
S l K ( l ) = l .  O /  ( B P C Z * ( l . O + D M C / B P C ) )  
DO 5 N=2,7 
M=N-1  
5 S l K ( N ) = S l K ( M ) /  (RPC2*N* (N+DMC/BPC)  ) 
S5KO=D 
DO 1 0  1\1=1,7 
1 0  S S K ( N )  = S l K ( N ) * ( D + N * R p C )  
S 2 K O = 1 , 0  
S 2 # ( 1 ) = 1 . 0 /  ( R P C 2 *  (1 .0+CF-1D/RPC) 
DO 1 5  N = 2 , 7  
M=N-1  
1 5  S 2 K ( N ) = S Z K ( M ) /  (BPC2*N* (N+Cb fD /RPC)  
SGKO=SZKO*C 
DO 2 0  P1=1,7 
2 0  S G K ( N ) = S 2 K ( N ) * ( C + N * S P C )  
S 3 K 0 = 1 , 0  
S3K(1)=1.0/(BPC2*(1.O+(l.O+CMD)/BPC~*(1.O+l.O/BPC~~ 
DO 25 P.1=2,7 
P"I = N - 1 
2 5  S3K(N)=S3K(M)/(RPC2*(N+(IIO+CF2D~/RPC)*(P1+leO/BPC) 1 
S 7 K O = S 3 K 0 * ( l e  O+C) 
DO 3 0  11=1,7 
3 0  S 7 K ( N > = S 3 K ( H ) * ( l , O + C + f I * R P C )  
S 4 K O = l ,  O 
~ 4 K ~ ~ > = ~ . O / ~ ~ ~ . O + A P C ~ ~ I ? / R P C ~ * ~ E . O + A / P ? P @ ~ * t S P C 2 ~  
DO 3 5  t1=2,  7 
Pl=N - 1 
35 S 4 K ( N > = S 4 K C M Z /  Q ( N + A P C : ~ I D / R P C ~ * C ~ ! + A / R P C l * R P C 2 l  
S8KO=S4KO*APC 






SNK0(3) = S 3  
SNK0(4)=S4 










B C = - ( B ~ C * ( R ~ * V * * U - S ~ / S ~ ) + B A P C * ( R ~ * V * * ~ J - S ~ / S ~ )  ) /  (Rl*V**T-S6/S5 
ED=-( BC*SG+&lC*S7+BAPC*S8 )/S5 
E N Y = B D * S L ~ B L C * S I B B C * - S ~ ~ : $ A P C * S ~  
RETURN 
END 
C FIFTED 09/25/69 -- FIFT * VERSlON 2.11 * 
SUBROUTINE GAM (A,B,C,D,RltR2,R3,T,U,\d) 
REAL*4 PC6I8GOFP(G),G(6) 
G A M E ~ A F ( X ) = X * * X * E X P ( - X ~ J ~ S ~ ) R T ( ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ F ~ * X ) * ( ~ . ~ + ~ ~ O ~ ( ~ ~ ~ O * X ) + ~ ~ O / ( ~ ~ ~  





P ( 5 ) = ( A + R + 2 , 0 * C - D ) / ( B + C )  
P(G)=(A+B*C)/(B+C) 
DO 10 1=1,6 
X = P (  1 9+5,O 
C (  I )=GAMt'iAF(X) 
D ENOP>il=P( I ) 
D O 5  K=1,5 




~ ~ = ( G ~ F P ( ~ > * G O F P ( ~ ) / G O F P ~ ~ ~ ) * ( ( R ~ C ~ * * ( ( ~ ~ O * ~ & + C - D ~ ~ / ~ B + C ~ ~ ~  
T=-(P(1)-1,O) 
U=-(P(3)-1,O) 
W = - ( A + C - D l /  CB+C)  
RETIJRP! 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 2  -- FIFS * V E R S I O b i  2-11 * 
SIJBROUTI  ME ATLAS (K,fl,MONTH) 
C THl  S SUBROUTINE CALCllLATES FIE AT F2 MAXIF4IfEbr 1JS I NG 
C  C , C , I , R ,  N O T E  3 4 0  !.fODELS 
R E A L * &  U ( E ~ , ~ F , ~ I , P ( ~ ? , C ( ~ I ~ C O ! ~ I ( ~ I ~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? # D F ( ~ ~ @ ~ I # ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  
R E A L * 4  R F ( ~ , ~ ) , ~ M E E ( ~ ~ , ~ ) , O I . I E G A ~ ~ ~ ~ F L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ F L A T ~ ~ ~ ~ C O T ~ ~ ~  
R E A L * [ &  S t T ( 8 I , F O F 2 ( 2 ) , P ~ E I I A X ( 2 4 ) , S I N S e i l ( 8 1 , S I N X ( X )  
REAL*4 D R / l , 7 4 5 3 2 9 E - 0 2 / ,  R D / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8 /  
DATA P ( 3  ) / 3 . 0 E + 0 5 /  
INTEGER*4 N F F ( Z ) ,  K (14 ,Z )  
CALL RT (K,IJ,NONTH) 
N F F ( l ) = K ( 9 , 1 ) + 1  
N F F ( 2 ) = K ( 9 , 2 ) + 1  
RETURN 
ENTRY T I M E S  (NP,FLAT,FLON,K,U,SNCNPI'AXtSINX,SiNSQI) 
C  T H I S  PROGRAM SEGMENT I S  USED WHEN 24 HOURS AT ONE STATION ARE 
6  REQIJ I RED 
0 0  3 5  PI=l,NP 
P ( l ) = F L A T ( M )  
P ( Z ) = F L O N ( M )  
CALL MAGF I N (P,COb1) 
TF?P=CQPI( Z ) * C O M ( 2 ) + C C ) I . ? ( 3 ) * C T ) M ( 3 )  
C(~)=RD*ATAN(ATAN(-C~M(~)/SORT(TMP))/SORT(COS(DR*P(~)))) 
S I N X ( N ) = S I N ( D R * C ( l ) ?  
SINSQI  (N)=SIN(ATAN~-COM(~)/SORT(T~IP)))**~ 
C ( 2 ) = F L O N ( ? l )  
C ( 3 ) = P ( 1 )  
DO 5  J=1,2  
CALL GK (J,K,C,G) 
5 CALL A J R J  (J ,K( lO,  J),NFF(J),UIG,AF,BF) 
T=-180,O 
1 5  DO 25 1=1,24 
I 8 = 8  
CALL S l C n J T  ( I8,COT,SIT,T) 
DO 2 0  J=1 ,2  
CALL ARSICO (J,K(lO,J),AF,RF,COT,SlT,FOF2(J)) 
2 0  OMEG(I,J)=1,24E+04*FOF2(JI*FDFZ(J) 
25 T=T+15 ,0  
D O 3 0  1=1,24 
3 0  NMAX(1 )=((S!~-GO,O)*OMEG( I,2)+(13600-S'J)*OP~EG(l~l))/76.0 
3 5  CONTINIJF 
r?ETIJRFI 
ENTRY POI PITS (NT,blP, FLAT, FLON,TIPIE, K,\I,SFI,P4bIAX,SI FIX, S I  hlS0 1 )  
C  T H I S  PROGRAW SEGMFNT CALCIILATES NE AT F 2  FlAX FOR SEVERAL STATIONS 
C AT ONE VALIIE OF CJ.T, 
PO 5 0  I = l , M T  
T = 1 5 . 0 * T I M E - 1 8 0 . 0  
18=8  
CALL S I C O J T  (I8,COP,SIT,T) 
DO 4 0  J=1,2  
4 0  CALL DI(SIC0 (J,FJFF(J),K(lO,J),U,SlT,COT,DF? 
DO 5 0  P4=1,NP 
P ( X ) = F L A P ( F I I  
P ( 2 ) = F t O N ( ! l )  
CALL I ' I A G F I N  ( P , C O I . l l  
TFW=CC)~I( ~ I * c ( z F I ( z ) + c I ) P ~ ( ~ ~ * c ~ ~ I ~ ~ )  
C ( 2 )  =FLON(t I )  
CALL  GK (J,K,C,G) 
C A L L  DKGK (d,NFF(J),G,DF,OMEGA(J)) 
OMEGACdZ=L. 24E+04*OMEGA( J)*OMEGA( J )  
45  CONTINUE 
5 0  NMAX( N ) = (  (SN-60,0~*OMEGA(2~+(136BO-SN~*Of~IEGA(l~~/7600 
RETURN 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l  F T  * VERSION 2 , 1 1  * 
SUBROUTINE RT (K,U,M) 
C  SUBROUTINE TO READ FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  FROM TAPE 
REAL*8  CARBC10,2 
INTEGER*4 K (14 ,2 )  
R E A L * 4  U(13,76,2)  
D O 5  I = l , M  
5 READ (91) CARD,K,U 
REWIND 9 1  
RETURN 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * VERSION 2 . 1 1  * 
SUBROUTINE MAGFIN  (POS,UME) 
C COMPUTE NASA PlAGNETlC F I E L D  COMPONENTS 
R € A L * 4  P(7,7),BP(7,7),CP(7),AOR(7),SP(7),PQS(3),UNE(3) 
REAL*4  CT(7,7)/0.0,0.0,3.33~33E-01,2.66667E-01,2.5~143E-0l02~53968 
1E-01,2,52525E-01,0e0,0-~0,0.0,2.000O0E-01,2.2857~E-01,2.38095€-01,2 
2. 42424E-01,0,0,Q,Q,@00,0~ @,I ~ 4 2 8 5 7 E - ~ 1 0 1 ~ 9 0 4 ? 6 E - O l , 2 e ~ 2 1 2 1 E - O l , 0 ~ 0  
3,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1,lllll1E-01,1O61G16E-0100~0,0~0~0~0,0~0,0~0,0~0,9 
4.09091E-~2,0,0~O,0,~.0,0.~,08.0~0.0,0.000,0,0,~,0.0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0.0 
5  / 




4 0 0 E - 0 3 , 7 , 0 0 8 0 0 E - 0 3 , - 6 ~ 0 8 0 O 0 E - 0 4 P 2 O 1 . 4 1 3 0 E - 0 2 , 0 ~ 0 , 0 ~ 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 . 0 , ~ 2 ~ O 4 4  
500E-03,2,77500E-03,~O0510OE-O3P0O0E0e0P~~0,0~0,0e0,6~97000E-04~2.2 
67000E-03,0,0,0,  0,00 0, OeOtO~O,Oe  0 , 1 0 1 1 5 0 0 E - 0 3 /  
R E A L * 4  H (7 ,7 ) /0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,O ,O~00O.0 ,0D0 ,0~0 ,0O0 , -5~79890E-02~3e31240  
1E-02,1.4870QE-O2,-1~8250E-02t-7~96O00E-~4,-5~758O0E-O~,O~O,00O,-1 
2 . 5 7 9 0 0 E - 0 3 , - 4 , 0 7 5 0 0 E - 0 3 , 1 O O 0 0 6 O E - 0 2 , - 2 ~ 0 0 0 ~ @ E - 0 3 ~ - 8 0 7 3 5 0 0 € - 0 3 , 0 ~ 0 ~  
3 0 . 0 , ~ , 0 , 2 , 1 0 0 0 0 E - 0 4 ,  4 e , 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 4 , 4 e 5 9 7 0 0 E - 0 3 6 - 3 . 4 0 6 0 0 E - 0 3 , ~ e 0 R 0 e 0 6 0  
4,0,0,0,1,38500E-03,2~42100E-03,-1O1800OE-04,0~0,0~0,0e0,~~0~000~-1 
5 ,  2 1 8 0 0 E - 0 3 , - 1 , 1 1 6 0 0 E - 0 3 , 0 ~ Q , 0 0 0 P O 0  O C O O O f f O ~  0 O ~ 0 , - 3 0 2 5 0 0 0 E - 0 4 /  
DATA P(l,l)/l,O/,DP~1,l~/O6O/tHC/637120O(I0/PRD/57~29578O/ 
DATA C P ( l ) / I , O / , S P ( I ) / O , O /  
P l = F ) O S ( 1 )  
P2=POS ( 2 1 
1 %  ( P L , L T 0 8 S , 9 )  GO PO 5 
I F  ( P L , E Q , 9 9 , 9 )  G O  10 16 
P'L=89,9 
P2=0 ,0  
G O  TO e o  
5 I F  QP%+89,  . G E , O )  GO $8 1 0  
P I = - - 8 9 , 9  
P 2 = 0 , 0  
1 0  P H I = P Z / R D  
AR=t-fC/ ( H C + P O S ( 3 ) )  
C = S I  N ( P l / R D )  
S = S Q R T ( C P ( l ) - C * C )  
S P ( 2 ) = S I N ( P M I  
C P ( Z ) = C O S ( P H I  
A O R ( 1 )  =AR*AR 
A O R ( 2 ) = A O R ( l ) * A R  
DO 1 5  PI=3,7 
~ P ( M ) = ~ P ( ~ ) * c P ~ ~ I - ~ ) + c P ( ~ ) * s P ( I . ~ ~ - ~ )  
CP(N)=CP(2t*CP(M-l)-SP(2)*SP(M-1) 
1 5  AOW(M)=AR*AOR(M-1)  
BV=O, 0 
BN=BV 
B P H I  =RV 





D O 3 5  !4=1,N 
I F  (N,EQ,M) GO TO 2 0  
I F  (N,NE,f4-1) GO TO 2 5  
P(N,M)=C*P(N-1,M) 
DP(N,Fl)=C*DP(N-l ,M)-S*P(t \J- l ,F1)  
GO TO 3 0  
2 0  P(N,N)=S*P(N-1 ,N-1)  
D P ( N , N ) = S * D P ( N - ~ , N - ~ ) + c * P ( F \ ~ - ~ , I \ I - ~ )  
GO TO 3 0  
2 5  P ( N , M ) = C * P ( N - l , M ) - C T ( F I , F 4 j * P ( N - 2 , M )  
DP(N,F~)=C*DP(N-~,~~)-S*P(N-~,F~)-CT(N,~~)*DP(N-~,M) 
3 0  FM=PI-1 
TS=GE(N,M) *CP(P+l>+H(hf,P~l>*SP(P1) 
SUMR=SUMR+P(N,M)*TS 
SUMT=SUVT+DP (N,M) * T S  
3 5  SUMP=SUFV+FM*P(N,M)*(-GE(N,F~)*SP(~~>~H(N,M)*CP(M) 
BV=BV+AOR(N)*FN*SUMR 
BN=BN-AOR( N ) *SUMT 
4 0  B P H I  = B P H l - A O R ( N ) * S V M P  
U N E ( l ) = - B V  
UNE(2)=BN 
U N E ( 3 ) = - B P H I / S  
RETIJRF! 
END 
i= F!FTED 0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- FlFT * V E R S I O N  2 , 1 %  * 
S I J R R O l f l l  NE GK QtJR, K8C,G) 
C COMPUTE C O O R D I N A T E  FUNCTIONS, G( 13,1=1,,  . , . , K + %  
C C(I)=MODIFIED LATITIJBE,C(%~,C(3)==GE9GOLATa,LCf f \ IGITUDE RESPECTIVELY 
D i M E N S i O h l  ~ ( 1 4 , 2 > , C ( 1 ) , ~ ( 7 8 , 2 )  




P = B R * C ( 3  1 
K O = K ( l ,  JR) 
S X = S I N ( X )  
G ( 1 ,  J R ) = l .  0  
G ( 2 ,  J R ) = S X  
I F  ( K 0 , E Q . l )  GO TO 1 0  
DO 5 I=2,KO 
5 G( I + 1 ,  J R ) = S X * G (  I , J R )  
1 0  K D I F = K ( 2 ,  J R ) - K O  
I F  ( K D I F , E Q , O )  GO T O  3 0  
J = l  
C X 1 = C O S ( Z )  
C X = C X 1  
T  =Y 
1 5  KC=K(tJ, J R ) + 4  
G ( K C - 2 ,  J R ) = C X * C O S ( T )  
G ( K C - l , J R ) - C X * S I N ( T )  
I F  ( K D I F , E Q , 2 )  GO T O  25 
K N = K ( J + l ,  J R )  
DO 2 0  L=KC,KN,2 
G (  I, J R ? = S X * G (  I - 2 , J R )  
2 0  G( I+1, J R ) = S X * G (  1-1, J R )  
2 5  I F  ( J ,EQ.N)  GO TO 3 0  
K B I F = K ( J + 2 ,  J R ) - K N  
I F  ( K D I F . E Q , O )  GO TO 3 0  
C X = C X * C X l  
J = J + l  
F J = J  
T = F J * Y  
GO T O  1 5  
3 0  RETURN 
END 
C  F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F I F T  * V E R S I O N  2 . 1 1  * 
SUBROUTLNE A J B J  (JR,LY,MX,D,G,ASTAR, B S T A R )  
C  P A R T  OF S U B R O U T I N E  T Q  C A L C U L A T E  NFlAX F 2  
C  COMPUTE C O E F F I  C l  E N T S  FOR A F I X E D  G E O G R A P H I C  P O I N T  
D I M E N S l O t \ l  D( l3,76,2) ,C;(78,2) ,ASTAF?(9,2) ,RSTAR(9,2)  
N = L H + 1  
DO 5 J = l , N  
ASTAR(S,dR)=O,O 
D O 5  K= l ,MX 
5  A S T A R ( J ,  J R ) = A S T A R (  J, J R ) + D ( 2 * J - l , K ,  J R ) * G ( K b J R )  
DO PO J = 2 ,  N 
B S T A R ( J ,  J R ) = O ,  0 
DO 1 0  K=I ,MX 
1 0  R S T A R (  J. J R ? = R S T A R ( * l , J R > + D (  2*&-2, K,  J R ) : * G C K , t I R >  
PETtlRb! 
END 
cJ F I F V E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F f  FI * VEpS10bI  2,LI * 
SUBROIJTI  NE S I  C O J T  (L,C,S,A> 
C P A R T  OF S I I B R O U T I N E  T O  CALCt lL .PTE N M A X  F 2  T I M E  S E R l  E S  
C COFSPUTE SIN(JT),COS(JTI, J = l , .  . . . , L  F O R  ANGLE A 
D l P l E N S l O l i l  C ( I ) , S ( 1 1  
T = 0 , 0 2 7 4 5 3 2 9 * A  
e(n>=cssfr> 
S ( l ) = S t  N ( T >  





C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * V E R S I O N  2 . 1 1  * 
SUBROUT l ME A B S l  CO (JR, LH,ASTAR, RSTAR,COTlME, S lT IME,OMEGA)  
C PART OF SUBROUTINE  T O  CALCULATE  NMAXF2 
C COMPIJTE OMEGA, SUMFl l NG THE FOUR1 ER S E P I  ES 
D l F l E N S l O N  COTIME(l),SITIYE(l),ASTAR(9,2),RSTAR(9,2) 
OMEGA=ASTAQ( l ,  J R )  
DO 5 J = l , L H  
5 O f lEGA=OMEGA+ASTAR(Jc l ,  J R ) * C O T I M E (  J ) + R S T A R (  J+l, J R ) * S l T l M E ( J )  
RETURFJ 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F I F T  * V E R S I O N  2 . 1 1  * 
SUBRQUTI  NE O K S l  CO (JR,MX,LH,D,SITIME,COTlME,DK) 
C PART OF SUBROUTINE  TO CALCULATE  NFlAX F 2  
C COMPUTE D SUB K, COEFF l C l  ENTS FOR A F l  XED T I M E  
D I M E N S I O N  5(13,76,2),COTIME(l),SITIME(1),DK(76,2) 
D O 5  K=l ,MX 
DKW, JR)=D(I,K, JR) 
DO 5 L = l , L H  
5 DKCK,JR)=DK(K,  J R ) + D ( 2 * L , K ,  JR)*SlTtME(L)+D(2*L+l,K, J R l * C O T l ~ 4 E ( L )  
RETIJRN 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * V E R S I O N  2 , l l  * 
SIIBROUT I NE DKGK (JR,  FIX, G, DKSTAR, OMEGA) 
C PART OF SUBROIJTINE TO CALCULATE  NMAX F 2  
C COMPUTE OMEGA, SUMMlalG THE  GEOGRAPHIC S E R I E S  
D I M F N S I O N  E (78 ,2 ) ,DKSTAR(76 ,2 )  
O M E G A = G ( l , J R ) * D K S T A R ( l , c J R )  
DO 5 K=2, t l X  
5  O M E G A = O E ~ E C A + D K S T A P ( K , ~ J R ) * G ( K , ~ J R )  
R E T l l F N  
END 
C F l F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * V F R S I O M  2 . 1 1  * 
SlJBROlJTINE YPORAD (SIFIX,~L,K1,K2,D,5~~l , I I ,V~fES,F_SPROR,SIGt lA,SI  GN) 
C SUBPOUTINE  TO DO C A L C U L A T I O N S  FOR SPORADIC  E REGION.  
R E A L * 4  H L ( 2 4 ) , A V N E S ( 2 4 ) , E S P P 0 9 ( 2 4 ) , S I G b ~ l A l ( 2 4 ) , S l G P 4 f l t 2 ( 2 4 )  
R E A L * 4  S IG14A(24 ) ,SUP l (4 ,2 ,2 ) ,X (4 ) ,FBES(24 )  
R E A L * 4  M02(8,5,2~/5,71241E01,4,e6262G2E-01,1~43563EO2,6~31522E01,-20 
1 3 0 7 4 8 E 0 2 , - 2 , 4 3 7 3 4 E 0 2 , 4 , 0 5 7 8 8 E 0 1 , 1 D 8 O 8 5 5 E 0 2 , 1 ~ 1 O 3 8 5 E 0 1 , - 5 0 8 5 1 4 6 E O 1 ,  
2 2 , 3 4 7 ~ 1 E 0 2 , 9 , 3 0 9 8 1 E 0 1 ~ - 5 5 1 O O E 6 E 0 2 ~ - L L 1 O 0 9 4 E 0 E ~ 2 ~ G 8 5 1 5 F 0 2 ~ - 1 ~ 9 6 ~ ~ 5 E  
3 0 1 , 2 , 7 9 1 9 2 E 0 0 , 7 , 3 6 7 E 5 E - 0 1 P - 4 ( I 3 2 6 7 P I E - O 2 C - - 7 ~ 3 7 6 6 3 E 0 0 ~ 1 ~ 8 0 6 6 8 E 0 ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~  
4589E01,-4,45583E0D,-66 6 1 3 7 6 4 E 0 0 , 9 e 3 4 5 8 6 E - 0 1 ~ - 3 ~ 2 0 ~ 0 0 E - 0 1 ~ 3 e 6 7 6 0 8 E 0 0  
5,1,4586GE00, - 8 .  2354ZEOC)I-3P 67285EOOF3 078~21E0~~2~41967EO0,1~b6718E 
6 0 1 , - 6 , 7 8 1 9 9 E 0 0 , 5 , 0 9 ~ 7 7 E 0 0 P 0 d 0 , O t 0 , O ~ 0 ~ 0 e 0 , 0 ~ 0 , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 E ~  
7 0 , l O 6 3 7 5 3 E 0 2 ,  - 2 , 8 0 6 8 8 E 0 1 P - 3 1 ) 1 9 5 2 1 E 0 2 1 - 1 e  67921E01#1e48742E0282a7027 
P S I f I X = A B S ( S I N X )  
P S I  PIX2=PSI MX*PS I NX 
P S I  NX4=PS 1 NX2* PS I NX2 
C K I S  THE Sft SUBSCRIPT 
C I=1 FOR MAX,2 FOR PllN,3 FOR A, AMD 4 FOR B 
DO 5 !:=I, 2  
DO 5 1=1,4 
SUM( I , l ,K)=NQ2(1,  I ,K)+NQ2(3,  I ,K ) *PStNX2+NQ2(5 ,  l ,K)*PSlNX4+NO.2(7,  I, 
1 K ) * P S I N X 4 * P S I  NX2 





DO 1 0  l = 1 , 4  
1 0  X(I)=CON1*SUM(I,1,1)+COF.J2*SUf~3(I,1,2~+1157O796*(CO~l*SUM~I,2~l~+CON 
12*SUM(l,2,2~)*CClS(I1720242E-02*D)*SIGN 
EAMP=(X(l)-X(2)>/(COs((14.5-PHt)* .2617991)-COS((2,5-PHl)* . 2 6 1 7 9 9  
11)) 
E B A R = X ( 2 ) - E A M P * C O S d ( 2 m 5 - P H I ) *  . 2 6 1 7 9 9 1 )  
DO 3 0  J = K l , K 2  
ESPROB(J)=EBAR+EAMP*CDS((HL(J)-PHI)* , 2 6 1 7 9 9 1 )  
I F  ( H L ( J )  .GE,8.0) GO TO 2 0  
I F  ( H L ( J ) , G T , 4 , 0 )  G O  TO 1 5  
F B E S ( J ) = X ( ~ ) - X ( ~ ) * C ~ ~ C ( ~ . O - H L ( J ) ) / ~ O . ~ * ~ . $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
GO TO 25 
1 5  FBES(J)=X(3)-X(4)*COS((YL(J)-4,0)/4eO*3eI4ISg3) 
GO TO 25 
2 0  F R E S ( J ) = X ( ~ ) + X ( ~ ) * C O S ( ( ! ~ L ( ~ J ) - ~ , ~ ) / ~ O ~ O * ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
2 5  A V N E S C J ) = l e 2 4 E + 0 4 * F B E S ( J ) * F B F S ( J )  
SlGblAl(J>=(O,6+O.l*CoS((WL(J)+2)* . 2 6 1 7 9 9 1 ) )  
SIGf4A2( J ) = ( O . 5 5 + 0 . 1 5 * C O S ( ( l i L ( J ) + 2 ) *  . 2 6 1 7 9 9 1 ) )  
30 S I G ~ ~ A ( J ) = ( ( S N - ~ O ~ , O ) * S I G ~ ~ A ~ ( J ) + ( ~ ~ ~ - S N ) * S I G M A ~ ( J ) ) / ~ O O . O  
RETURN 
END 
C F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F l F T  * VERSION 2 . 1 1  * 
SUBROUTINE TOP2 (EDlQOO, SN,D,HL, SINX,SI GN) 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE ELECTRON DENSITY AT 1 0 0 0  KM, 
REAL*4  SUM(2,2),COEF(8,2) 
R E A L * 4  A(8,2)/1.50805E04,-2,36039EQ3,-2.80918E04,5,15285E04,5,2348 
12E04,-1,L0782E05,-X.Q4468E04t2~19078E04,1e94670E04P-8~98602E03~-60 
241293E04,7,91004E04,3e40314E05,-9946900E~4,-3~76804E05J-4e4~713EO~ 
DO 5 1 = 4 , X  
C O E F ( I , I I = A % ~ , I ) + B ( I ~ I I * S P I  
5 COEFt i , 2 ) = A (  l , 2 > + B ( ! P 2 1 * S b J  
DO l o  3=1 ,2  
SUM(1,J)=COFF(E,49+COEF(3dJ)*Pi4I*Pk11+COEF(5,J~*PHi**4+COEF(7,J)*PH 
l i * * G  
1 0  SUM(2 , J )=COFF(2 ,  J ) * P ~ - ~ I + I : O F : F ( ~ , I J ) * P Y I * P H I * P H ~ + C O E F ( ~ ,  J ) * P H l * * 5 + C O E F  
1 (8 , J ) *P l - l 1 * *7  
EDD=SIJF+l(l, l ) + S ! J I ! ( 2 ,  l ) * C O t i ! * S I  GN 
EDN=SIJ! l ( l ,  2 )  +SUP?( 2,2 > *CON*S  I Gb! 
ED1000=0,5*~EDN+ED~)+0,5*(EDD-EDN)*COS(6~283l85/24oO*Tl 
I F  ( E D l O O O , L T , 5 0 0 . 0 )  E D 1 0 0 0 = 5 0 0 . 0  
RETURF! 
END 
C  F I F T E D  0 9 / 2 5 / 6 9  -- F I F T  * V E R S I O N  2 , 1 1  * 
SUBROUTINE M I T E 2  (SINX,HL,SN,D,HMAXl 
C  CALCULATES THE H E I G H T  OF THE F 2  LAYER PEAK 
R E A L * 4  XHMAX(2),!1S(2,2),A(7,29,B(7,2) 
C  THE 4 - D I M E N S I O N A L  ARRAY PCOEF CONTAINS  C O E F F I C l E M T S  FOR A 4 T H  
C DEGREE POLYNOFl lAL  I N  S l N X  \a!YICH Y I E L D S  A SET OF F O U R I E R  
C  COEFF l C  l ENTS FOR HFIAX, 
C  THE F I R S T  S U B S C R I P T  OF PCOEF I S  FOR THE 5 POLYNOMIAL  C O E F F I C I E N T S ,  
C  THE SECOND S U B S C R I P T  OF PCOEF I S  FOR 7 C O S I N E  C O E F F I C L E N T S  AND 6  
C  S I N  C O E F F I C I E N T S ,  
C  THE T H I R D  S U B S C R l P T  OF PCOEF I S  FOR S  1 0 , 7  = 1 0 0  AND 2 0 0 ,  
C  THE FOIIPTH S U B S C R I P T  OF PCDFF I S  FOR SUMMER AND WINTER VALUES, 




41,6, 85960E01,-4,5622QE02~805G370E026-4,67840E02,3 0 3 4 9 6 0 E O 0 , - l Q 0 2 1 2  
50E02,5,22970E02,-8,05990E02~30 80700E02,1097930E00,-9082640E01,5 o O O  
690OE02,-8029380E02,4,24910E02,-5092410E016-1011600E02,7028590E02,- 
7 8 , 1 4 8 0 0 E 0 2 , 2 , 5 6 3 2 0 E 0 2 , - 2 , 0 1 4 2 O E 0 1 6 4 O 3 5 4 1 0 E 0 1 , 2 ~ 6 2 0 4 0 E 0 2 , - 6 ~ 1 0 4 7 0 E 0  
82,3,26240E02,-2,38300E00,-5.36600E00,3,07770E01,-1007190E026%e4173 
90E01,2,24230E00,3o555OOEO1C-2,54230E02,3o9297OEO2~-l~7622OEO2,4o39 
1 7 0 0 E 0 0 , 4 , 4 8 9 3 0 E 0 1 , - 2 , 4 3 5 2 0 E 0 2 , 3 O 8 0 9 7 0 E 0 2 , - ~ 0 8 ~ 8 0 0 E ~ 2 , 1 ~ 9 7 3 ~ 0 E - 0 1 , -  
2 2 , 7 8 9 7 0 E 0 1 , 2 , 2 7 7 3 C ! E 0 2 ~ - 4 0 1 1 1 6 0 E 0 . 2 P 2 e 1 0 5 2 0 E 0 2 /  
R E A L * 4  P A R T 2 ( 6 5 ) , P A R T 3 ( 6 5 ) , P A R T 4 ( 6 5 )  
EQLJIVALENCE (PCOEF(1,1,2.1), PART29,  (PCOEF(1,1,1,2), P A R T 3 )  





4 2 , - 4 , 9 8 7 1 0 E 0 2 , 8 , 3 0 6 5 0 E 0 2 ~ - 4 t c 3 4 Q 9 0 E 0 2 P 5  062320E-01,-3043280E01,2 - 0 9 6  
5 9 0 E 0 2 ,  - 3 ,  1 9 1 9 0 E 0 2 ,  1 ~ 4 2 7 ~ ~ O E 0 2 , k 9 4 1 4 1 ) F 0 ~ , - 1 0 2 7 9 9 0 E 0 2 ~ 5  e 8 6 2 5 0 E 0 2 , - 9 e  
6 0 7 1 F O E 0 2 , 4 . 4 4 0 0 0 E 0 2 ~ - 1 1 O 2 1 8 0 F 0 2 ~ - l O 2 O F 4 O E O 2 , 1 o 2 ~ 9 5 O E 0 3 , - 1 o 6 3 % 8 O E 0 3  
7 , 6 ,  4 4 8 7 0 E 0 2 , - 3 , 3 6 2 5 0 E 3 5 , 9 0  8 9 4 4 0 E 0 1 B 1 Y X 7 2 2 1 ) E 0 2 , - b e 5 ~ k 2 0 E 0 2 8 2 ~ 0 6 7 8 0 E  
8 0 2 , - 5  , 3 ~ 7 6 f l E 0 ~ , 6 , 5 ~ 5 t h ~ ~ ~ ~ t - 3 3 ~ ~ 8 ' i ~ ~ ~ 2 B e b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F ~ ~ R - ~ o 6 ~ b ~ ~ E O 2 8 3  e k 8 1  
92OE00,1 ,10380E02, -Go ~ 2 ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ 2 B 9 e i ; 4 ~ 4 ~ F ~ 2 ~ - & o ~ b ~ ~ O E ~ ~ ~ 6 0 0 8 b 2 ~ F O ~ ~  7 e 7  
1 9 0 2 0 E O ~ , - 4 0 4 0 9 P O E 0 ~ ~ ~ G 9 4 ( ; 3 1 ~ ~ E O 2 , - 3 I ) 3 7 7 O O F 0 2 8 - 2 0 5 3 2 5 0 E 0 0 ~ 3 e 8 8 8 2 0 E 0 1 ~  
2 - 6 , 9 3 8 Q 0 E 0 I 8 3 ,  7 5 6 2 ( ? E 0 I t - 5  , 0254OFOO/ 
D A T A  P A R T 3 / 3 e 1 9 9 8 B E B 2 , 9 o S 5 2 F ; r ) 9 O 0 ~ ~ ~ C 5 8 I ) 8 0 E 0 2 ~ - l o ~ 7 5 4 O E O 3 , 6 ~ 9 5 1 3 ~ E 0 2  
1 , - 2 , 6 3 $ 3 0 C 0 % , E , 7 4 L 3 O E 0 2 B - 1 1 5 2 3 5 0 F Q S ~ 3 O 3 4 5 7 0 E 0 3 , - ~ ~ ~ 7 8 5 0 F ~ 3 t - ~ ~ 1 2 9 7  
20EO1,3, 0 1 4 0 0 E O L , - b ~ 3 X ~ i 2 r ? F 0 2 t 4 0  Lb880F!F02P-3e 2 9 9 8 0 E 0 2 # - 9 e  7 0 9 9 0 E 0 0 b - 3 0  
323790EOE,1 ,15920E02B -1- 42DC;OF02j66 S 5 9 5 1 Z E O l p 6 0 7 0 1 4 0 E 0 0 j - 7 ~ 9 2 ~ ~ 3 0 E O % 8  
43 , 4 7 5 1 0 E 0 2 , - 5 , 4 & 5 0 0 E 0 2 j  2 L i 7 2 8 0 0 E 0 2 , 3 0  4 7 9 1 0 E 0 0 p 3 e 0 6 7 5 0 E 0 0 p  4 0 8 3 8 1 0 E 0 1  
5 , - 1 , 5 8 0 7 0 E 0 2 , 3 , 6 8 1 5 O E O 1 , - 3 B 8 3 6 1 0 E 0 O j 1 B 0 1 7 0 ~ E 0 2 8 - 4 0 2 0 0 8 0 E 0 2 B 5 ~ 7 7 8 0 0  
6 E 0 2 , - 2 , 5 5 1 7 0 E 0 2 , - 3 ~ 7 1 9 0 0 E 0 1 , - 3 e 5 6 1 9 0 E 0 2 , 1 0 5 6 % 0 0 E 0 3 j - 1 e 9 9 7 7 0 E 0 3 , % ~ 2  
71920E02,-2.55079E0084090540E0l,-4O10150E02,%026980E02,-4~6277OE02, 
8 - 1 , 1 5 0 7 0 E 0 0 , 1 , 4 4 4 5 O E 0 2 , - 6 O 1 7 8 9 0 E 0 2 , 8 , 4 6 8 6 0 E 0 2 , - 3 ~ 7 1 4 6 0 E 0 2 , 2 0 7 3 0 1 0 E  
900,7,31720E00,5,08620E01,-2,44680E02,1,83950E02,5 0 3 1 1 0 E 0 0 , - 5 0 6 5 3 9  
10E00,1 ,37070E02, -3  - 5 3 4 0 0 E 0 2 ,  2D16970E02,1~52320E008-3090230E01,1~ 95
2910E02, -3 ,10920E02,1 ,52320E02/  
DATA PART4/3 .86080E02 ,1a  0 5 1 9 0 E 0 2 , 1 , 8 5 7 0 0 E 0 2 8 - 9 Q  87380E02 ,  6 * 5 9 8 4 0 E 0 2  
1,-3,36780E01,6,7720OE01,-1O055f0E03,2,7560~E03,-1~73340E03~-1~7639 
20E01, 7 , 0 1 4 2 0 E 0 1 , - 3 e  09890E02,7.13490E024-4~5G180E~2,-1~59110E01,-l~ 
343350E01 , -4 .  43580E01,1080030E02,-1,05320E02,1e~0600E01,-6e 9 1 8 7 0 E O l  
4, 2,37760E02,-3,76430E02,1,978B0E02~3073960E00,5 e 7 2 0 2 0 E O f , - l a 7 3 5 3 0 E  
5 0 2 , 1 . 7 8 0 4 Q E 0 2 , - 6 , 5 5 G 0 O E 0 1 , - 6 O 1 5 0 3 0 E 0 0 , 1 ~ 4 9 8 2 ~ E 0 2 4 - 6 0 5 0 6 5 0 E 0 2 , 9 ~ 5 4 1  
670E02,-4.47190E02,-5D33100EOP,-5.03370E02,2017530E03,-207381QE03~1 
7 , 1 1 8 2 0 E 0 3 , - 5 , 3 8 1 9 0 E 0 O f 2 C 3 2 3 1 0 F 0 1 , - 3 . 0 6 0 3 0 E 0 2 , 6 ~ 9 8 9 6 0 E 0 2 , - 4 0 1 0 3 5 0 E 0  
82,-2,69520E00,2,  0 9 6 4 0 E 0 2 , - 8 , 0 7 7 9 0 E 0 2 , 1 ~ O ~ + 4 6 0 E 0 3 , - 4 0 ~ ~ 3 3 5 0 E 0 2 , 2 ~  0 1 1  
9 0 E 0 0 , 7 , 4 8 7 7 0 E 0 1 , - 3 ~ 0 4 0 4 0 E 0 2 , 3 , 4 2 8 7 0 E 0 2 , - 1 ~ 1 5 3 8 0 E 0 2 , 6 0 4 G 2 4 0 E 0 0 , 1 ~ 9 6  
1980E01,6,05660E01,-3.01550E0242al516OE02,l~395OOEOO,-5~3858O€Ol,2~ 
293500E02,-4,7G030E02,2,34550E02/ 
INTEGERk4 I P 1 / 5 /  
H L R = ( 1 5 , 0 * H L ) * O ,  0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
DO 3 5  L=1,2 
DO 3 0  1=1,2 
B(1 ,  l ) = 0 , 0  
DO 1 0  J=1,7 
SUM=PCOEF(l ,J, I ,L)  
CONST=SINX 
DO 5  K=2,1P1 
SUM=SUM+PCOEF(K,J,I,L)*CONST 
5  CONST=CONST*S I NX 
1 0  A(J,L)=SUM 
DO 20 J=8,13 
SUM=PCOEF(l, J, I , L )  
CONST=SINX 
DO 1 5  K=2,1 P I  
SUM=SIJM+PCOEF ( K, J,I, L)  *CONST 
1 5  CONST=CONST*S I NX 
2 9  S (  J-6,  1 )=SIlFA 
CON2=HLR 
T O T = A ( l ,  1 )  
DO 25 J=2,7 
TOT=TOT+A( J, I )*COS(CON2)+B(tJI  t )*SI[\J(C:ObJ2) 
25 COM2=CBN2+HLR 
3 0  ~ i S ( l , t ) = T n l  
35 X H E t t A X ( L ) = ( ( S P I - E O O , O ) * F f S ( 2 , L ) + ( 2 Q B . O - S F ~ ) * W S ( l j  k )  ) / l O O m O  
cosrv=ensC . 0 1 7 2 0 4 2 * ( ~ + 8 1 )  
H F l A X = X Q f S A X ( %  ) * ( O ,  5 + 0 0  56;5*rOSTH",+X14"r' iAX( 2 ) * ( 0  5 - O o  5 6 5 * C O S T H l  
RETURN 
E P! D 
